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ABSTRACT 

An iterative stochastic inverse technique utilizing both primary and secondary 

information is developed to estimate conditional means of unsaturated hydmulic conductivity 

parameters (saturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size distribution parameters) in the 

vadose zone. Measurements of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters are considered 

as the primary information, while measurements of flow processes (soil-water pressure head 

and degree of satumtion) are regarded as the secondary information. This inverse approach 

is similar to the classical geostatistical method, which utilizing a linear estimator that depends 

upon the (cross-)covariance functions of primary and secondary information. The linear 

estimator is, however, improved by solving the governing flow equation and by updating the 

residual (cross-)covariance functions, in an iterative manner. Using first-order Taylor series 

expansion of a discretized finite element equation, the (cross-)covariance functions of the 

primary and secondary information are derived. The sensitivity matrices in Taylor series 

expansion are evaluated by an adjoint sensitivity analysis. As a result, the nonlinear relations 

between unsaturated hydraulic conductivity pammeters and flow processes are incorpomted 

in the estimation. Through some numerical examples, the iterative inverse model demonstrates 

its ability to improve the estimates of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters compared 

to the classical geostatistical inverse approach. In addition, the inconsistency problem existing 

in classical geostatistical inverse approach is alleviated. The estimated fields of unsaturated 

hydraulic conductivity parameters and flow fields not only retain their observed values at 

sample locations, but satisfy the governing flow equation as well. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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Water flow in heterogeneous, variably saturated porous media is an important topic 

in any branch of hydrology, soil science, and agricultural engineering dealing with subsurface 

flow and chemical transport processes. Most current and potential groundwater pollution 

problems result from the release of contaminants from near surface sources such as landfills, 

septic tanks, tailing ponds, storage tank leakage, etc. It is the unsaturated zone through which 

groundwater contaminants usually enter and then reach the aquifer. Also it is the unsaturated 

zone that controls the infiltration and evaporation phenomena which in tum determine the 

groundwater recharge. The processes in the unsaturated zone are much more complicated 

than those occurring in saturated zone, due to the nonlinear relationships between the flow 

processes and 'soil properties. Understanding of water flow in the unsaturated zone is essential 

for determining the movement of a contaminant plume before it reaches the water table. 

Today, numerical simulation of water flow and contaminant transport in the unsaturated zone 

has become a standard tool for assessing environmental pollution problems. Unfortunately, 

many recent field experiments in both saturated zones (e.g. Freyberg, 1986; Sudicky, 1986; 

and Garabedian et al., 1991) and unsaturated zones (Yeh et al., 1986; Wierenga et al., 1991; 

McCord et al., 1991, and Jensen et al., 1993) have indicated that the hydraulic properties of 

the geological media vary enormously and irregularly in space, and their distribution are 

subject to highly uncertainty. This uncertainty generally precludes the traditional deterministic 
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approaches fur modeling flow and transport in which input parameter values are regarded as 

perfectly known. 

,There is a growing recognition among investigators that stochastic approaches 

provide a rational framework which accounts for complex variability often encountered in 

natural hydrologic system. In the stochastic approach, the relevant geological properties are 

regarded as random space functions (RSFs). Consequently, the classical continuum equations 

governing flow processes become random or stochastic partial differential equations. The 

dependent variable is also a RSF, due to the spatial random distribution of the input. 

Stochastic modeling of flow is a method of incorporating into the model a statistical 

description of the hydraulic variability of the media, and evaluating a statistical description of 

the associated dependent variables. Yeh (1992, 1995) provided an overview of several 

stochastic approaches developed in the past fur modeling flow and transport in heterogeneous 

saturated and unsaturated porous media. 

Two basic categories of flow problems in which the spatial variability of hydraulic 

properties are of importance have been considered: The direct and the inverse problem. The 

direct problem is concerned with determining the spatial and temporal distribution of the head 

H(x, t) with given flow domain, boundary and initial conditions, and distribution of the 

geological properties of the media. Since the head field H(x,t) is assumed to be random due 

to the random fields of hydraulic properties, the problem consists of determining the various 

statistical moments of H given the statistical moments of hydraulic properties. For 

groundwater flow, analytical solutions have been derived by Mizell et al. (1982) and Dagan 
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(1982a). Under unsaturated flow conditions, an analytical solution for average unifonn 

infiltration in an infinite flow domain has been derived by Yeh et al. (1985a and b). Also, 

numerical solutions of the direct problem can be derived by Monte Carlo (conditional and 

unconditional) simulations ( Yeh, 1989, and Harter and Yeh, 1995a). On the other hand, 

parameter identification, or the inverse problem, is concerned with detennining the hydraulic 

properties fields for given flow domain, boundary conditions, and a few measurements of 

head and hydraulic properties. The stochastic inverse approach is to seek the statistical 

moments of hydraulic properties, conditioned on a few measurements of head and hydraulic 

properties. Thus Kitanidis and Vomvoru (1983), and SWI and Yeh (1985, 1992) have pursued 

numerical solutions, whereas analytical approaches have been developed by Dagan (1985a 

and b) and Rubin and Dagan (1987). 

Recently, geostatistical based approaches have received increasing attention 

(Hoeksema and Kitandis, 1984, Dagan, 1985; Rubin and Dagan, 1987; and Gutjahr and 

Wilmn, 1989, Yeh et al. 1995). The geostatistical approach for the inverse problem is based 

on the use of a cokriging estimation technique. In the past, most cokriging applications were 

limited to groundwater flow in aquifers while little attention was directed to the inverse 

problem for unsaturated flow in the vadose zone. For groundwater flow, the cokriging 

method uses spatial continuity of the natural log of transmissivity implied by covariances, and 

takes advantage of the linearized relationship between log transmissivity and pressure head 

which is implied by the stochastic governing flow equation. Dagan (1985) and Rubin and 

Dagan (1987) showed that when the random transmissivity field f (mean removed log 
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transmissivity) and head field (also mean removed) are multivariate normal, the cokriging 

estimate and the cokriging covariance are equivalent to the conditional mean and the 

conditional covariance, respectively, of the new joint probability distribution. 

The relationship between log transmissivity and pressure head is nonlinear, and the 

nonlinearity becomes stronger as the variance of log transmissivity becomes larger or if the 

flow is nonuniform. This nonlinearity implies that, in general, pressure head will not be 

norma~ thus log transmissivity and pressure head will not be jointly normal. In addition, the 

cross-covariance between log transmissivity and pressure head and the covariance of pressure 

head used in cokriging estimation are evaluated based on a first-order linearized version of 

the governing flow equation, which is valid only under small perturbation conditions. As a 

result, the use of classical cokriging is not justified, especially in the case when variance of log 

transmissivity is large, or the flow is nonuniform. It can be shown that if cokriging is used to 

obtain log transmissivity and pressure head fields given scattered log transmissivity and 

pressure head measurements without solving the flow equation, the resulting velocity field 

will suffer serious mass balance problems. On the other hand, if the cokriged log 

transmissivity field is used to solve the governing flow equation, the resulting predicted 

pressure heads are generally not consistent with the observed values at the sampled locations. 

This so-called "inconsistency" problem becomes more serious for unsaturated flow in the 

vadose zone due to the stronger nonlinearity of the unsaturated governing flow equation, 

especially in drier porous media. 
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Objectives 

The main two objectives of this research are: 

1. Develop a multivariate geostatistical inverse approach (classical cokriging) using 

both primary and secondary information to estimate the approximate conditional means of 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters (saturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size 

distribution coefficient) in the vadose zone. 

2. Propose an iterative stochastic inverse technique to improve the classical cokriging 

method by solving the governing flow equation and by updating the residual covariances and 

cross-covariances in an iterative manner. As a result, the nonlinear relationships between the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters and the flow processes are incorporated in the 

estimation procedures, thus the inconsistency problem of classical cokriging is alleviated. 

For tpe proposed geostatistical method, measurements of saturated hydraulic 

conductivity and pore-size distribution parameters are considered primary information, while 

measurements of steady-state flow processes (soil-water pressure head and degree of 

saturation) are regarded as secondary information. This method takes advantage of the spatial 

cross-correlations between soil-water pressure head, degree of saturation, saturated hydraulic 

conductivity, and pore-size distribution parameter. The cross-covariances between primary 

and secondary information are derived through a first-order Taylor series approximation and 

adjoint sensitivity analysis. It is flexible in the sense that it can be applied to any nonuniform 

flow and/or nonstationary flow processes under field conditions. In the iterative stochastic 
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inverse approach, a successive linear estimator is used to tackle the nonlinear relations 

between unsaturated conductivity parameters and flow process. Similar to classical cokriging, 

this iterative approach uses an unbiased linear estimator. After conducting classical cokriging, 

the cokriged fields of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters are used to solve the 

flow equation to find the inconsistency between soil-water pressure head and degree of 

saturation at their sample locations. The residual covariances and cross-covariances are also 

evaluated by first-order Taylor series approximation and adjoint sensitivity analysis, but based 

on the estimated unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameter fields. The linear estimator is 

then improved successively by minimizing the variances of estimated unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity parameters in a cokriging-Iike way at every iteration. In this way, the 

inconsistency of soil-water pressure head and degree of saturation at their sample locations 

become smaller progressively as the iteration proceeds. The final estimated fields of saturated 

hydraulic conductivity, pore-size distribution coefficient, soil-water pressure head, and degree 

of saturation derived from the iterative approach become the co-conditional mean fields, at 

least in an approximate sense. 

Contents of the dissertation 

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 1 includes this introduction, 

as well as a literature review of the stochastic methods for subsurface flow (groundwater flow 

and variably saturated flow in the vadose zone) in heterogeneous porous media. 

Chapter 2 deals with the analytical stochastic theory (spectral analysis) of unsaturated 
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flow in two-dimensional space. Under the conditions of uniform mean flow (unit mean 

gradient) in an infinite flow domain, the covariances of soil-water pressure head and degree 

of saturation, and cross covariances between saturated hydraulic conductivity, pore-size 

distribution coefficient, soil-water pressure head, and degree of saturation are derived by 

utilizing numerical technique FFr (fast Fourier transformation). 

In chapter 3, adjoint sensitivity analysis is applied to steady-state flow under variably 

saturated conditions. Sensitivities of soil-water pressure head and degree of saturation with 

respect to unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters, which are required in chapter 4 and 

5, are derived. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the derivation of an initial guess for numerical simulation 

of steady state flow in highly heterogeneous porous media under variably saturated condition. 

Chapter 5 is devoted to evaluating the covariance and cross covariance functions between 

saturated hydraulic conductivity, pore-size distribution coefficient, soil-water pressure head, 

and degree of saturation, for nonstationary flow processes as in nonuniform flow or uniform 

flow in bounded flow domain. The boundary effects on these covariance and cross covariance 

functions are also examined. 

In chapter 6, a multivariate geostatistical inverse method (claSSical cokriging) is 

presented which utilizes secondary information (measurements of soil-water pressure head 

and effective saturation) to improve the estimation of primary variables (unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity and pore-size distribution parameter) at the unsampled locations. 

Chapter 7 is dedicated to the development of an iterative method for the stochastic 
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inverse problem. This method incorporates the infonnation of flow processes into the 

estimation procedure in an iterative manner, by solving the governing flow equation and by 

updating the residual covariance and cross-covariance functions. Hence it alleviates the 

inconsistency problem in classical cokriging and finally produces the approximate co

conditioned mean fields. 
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Chapter 2 

STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF STEADY STATE FLOW 

IN HETEROGENEOUS SOILS UNDER UNSATURATED CONDmONS 

2.1 Mathematical Statement of The Problem 

Flow in two-dimensional heterogeneous porous media under variably saturated 

conditions is generally described by Richards' equation, 

i=1,2 (2-1a) 

where 1\1 is the soil-water pressure head (also called matric potential) [L] and is negative under 

unsaturated conditions, K(1\1) is the locally isotropic unsaturated hydraulic conductivity [LIT], 

which varies with 1\1, Xl and x2 are horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively, and x2 is 

positive upward. The moisture capacity term C(1\1) represents the amount of change in 

moisture content per unit change in negative pressure when the geological medium is 

unsaturated, and is a function of 1\1. When the medium is fully saturated, the change in water 

storage due to change in the positive pressure is thought the specific storage term, S s' which 

is related to the compressibility of the porous medium and water; e is a saturation index which 

is zero under unsaturated condition and is equal to one if the medium is saturated. The 

Einstein summation convention is used here. Under steady state condition, the right-hand side 

of (2-1a) is zero and the equation becomes independent of time, 
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i=1,2 (2-1b) 

To characterize the behavior of hydraulic conductivity of a porous medium under 

variably saturated conditions, different formulas relating conductivity to the matric potential 

or degree of saturation through various parameters are available. One formula frequently used 

to describe the unsaturated conductivity is the exponential model (Gardner 1958): 

K(ljr ,x) =Ks(x)exp[a(x)ljr(x)] (2-2) 

where x is the position vector x=[x H x 2]T, K" is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and a 

is a pore-size distribution parameter [tIL], which represents the relative rate of decrease of 

hydraulic conductivity as the matric potential decreases and hence also defines the degree of 

nonlinearity in (2-1b). Although some other models are available which have their own 

advantages, Gardner's exponential model (2-2) has been widely used because of its simplicity 

and convenience in mathematical analysis. 

Russo (1988) developed the following 8-ljr relationship that is consistent with 

Gardner's exponential model for K(ljr): 

8(ljr)-e _2 
9(ljr) = r = e-o.51XIwl (1 +O.5alljrl)m+2 e -8 s r 

(2-3) 

where 9 = (8-8r)/(8s-8 r) is degree of saturation or effective saturation, 8 is the moisture 
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content, S • and Sr are saturated and residual moisture contents, respectively, and m is a 

parameter that accounts for the dependence of tortuosity of flow path and correlation 

between pores on the moisture content. Equations (2-2) and (2-3) are often referred to as 

the Gardner-Russo model (Russo, 1988). 

The nonlinearity of the governing flow equation (2-1) and the spatial variability of 

unsaturated hydraulic properties often prolubit the development of analytical solutions except 

for some particular, simple cases, such as one-dimensional steady and transient infiltration in 

layered soil (Yeh, 1989; Warrick and Yeh, 1990, and Srivastava and Yeh, 1991). For more 

general problems, numerical techniques such as finite element and finite difference methods 

are employed. Because of the nonlinearity in (2-1), an iteration scheme (such as Picard or 

Newton-Raphson schemes) is needed for a numerical solution of the flow equation. These 

iteration schemes, however, do not guarantee the convergence of the solution, especially for 

steady state flow (equation 2-1b) in a heterogeneous vadose zone. All these make the study 

of flow under unsaturated conditions much more difficult. 

In stochastic analysis of unsaturated flow in heterogeneous porous media, saturated 

hydraulic conductivity K,.(x) , pore-size distribution coefficient «(x), saturated moisture 

content 6.(x), residual moisture content 6r(x), and tortuosity factor m(x) in (2-2) and (2-3) 

are all considered random variables or random space functions (RSFs). Consequently, with 

spatial random parameters or coefficients, the governing flow equation (2-1) becomes a 

random or stochastic partial differential equation. The dependent variables, soil-water 

pressure head tV, and thus generated effective saturation e from (2-3), are also RSFs, due 
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to the spatial random distnbution of the input. Field studies have shown that K.(x), a(x), and 

m(x) are likely to be 10gnormaUy distributed (White and Sully, 1992), while little has been 

known about the distnbution of 6.(x) and 6lx). In this study, they are all assumed to be two-

dimensional statistically homogeneous (stationary) random fields. In the case of mean uniform 

flow in an infinite domain (without the effects of boundaries), the mattic potential, tIT, and 

effective saturation, 9, are also stationary random fields with constant means and variances. 

In more general case such as nonuniform flow in bounded domain, flow processes ('" and 9) 

are expected to be nonstationary. 

2.2 Derivation of Spectral Equations 

This analysis is based on a first-order perturbation approach similar to work done by 

Gelhar andAxness (1983), Yeh et al. (1985a,b), and Harter and Yeh (1993). Expanding (2-

1b) and manipulating, the governing flow equation of two-dimensional steady-state flow in 

heterogeneous porous media under variably saturated conditions can be written as: 

(2-4) 

where i=l, 2. The notation "In" refers to the natural logarithm. For log-normal distribution 

of saturated hydraulic conductivity K. and normal distribution of pore-size distribution 

parameter ct, the random variables of InK. , ct, and", can be expressed in terms of their means 



and perturbations as following: 

In K.(Xj) = F+f E[InK.(Xj)] = F E[f (Xj)] =0 

ex (x~ =A+a E[ex(x~] = A E[a(x~] =0 

tIr(x~ = H+h E[tIr(x~] = H E[h(x~] =0 
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(2-5) 

where F, A, and H are constant means of InK .. ex, and tIr, respectively, and f, a, and hare 

perturbations of InK,., ex, and tIr, respectively. Perturbations f, a , and h are assumed to be 

second-order stationary random processes with zero means and definite variances. After 

neglecting the product term of a and h, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is then given 

by, 

lnK=F+ / +AH +Ah +aH (2-6) 

Substituting (2-5) and (2-6) in (2-4), the stochastic governing equation for two-dimensional 

steady state unsaturated flow can be written as, 

a2(H+h) + a(F+/+AH+Ah+Ha) + a(F+/+AH+Ah+Ha) a(H+h) = 0 

ax;2 aX2 ax; ax; (2-7) 

expanding (2-7), subtracting the mean equation of (2-7) from (2-7) itself, and neglecting the 

products of perturbation quantities, the first-order perturbation approximation for Richards' 

equation is obtained as follows (Yeh etal.,1985a, b): 
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aZh ah af aa - -A (2T.-8z.)- +J.(J.-()z.)a -J.(-+H-) =0 z I I ax. I I I I ax. ax. ax; I I I 

(2-8) 

where Ji =a(l\1+x:z)laXj is the hydraulic gradient, and () is the Kronecker delta (8ij =1 for i=j 

and 0 otherwise). For an infinite domain, the covariance function of h, and the cross-

covariance functions between hand f and a can be evaluated by spectral analysis. The Fourier-

Stieljes integral representations for zero mean, stationary stochastic processes f, a, and hare 

employed here, 

(2-9) 

where x =[ XII X2]T is the coordinate vector, and k = [ k l' k 2] T is the wave number vector, 

dZf(k), dZ.(k), and d~(k) are the orthogonal complex stochastic processes for f, a, and h 

respectively. In this chapter, we consider the particular case of gravity drainage conditions, 

that is, the average gradient of total hydraulic potential ell = l\1 + x2 is unity in vertical 

direction and zero in horizontal direction. Substituting (2-9) into (2-8), a closed form 

expression for the relationship between Fourier amplitudes of h, f, and a is obtained (Yeh et 

al., 1985a), 
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dZ = __ i kz~( d_Z..:.,f_+ H_dZ....;II;.....-) 
h k2 -iAkz 

(2-10) 

where k 
2 = k12 + ~ 2 • Multiplying both sides of (2-10) by the complex conjugate of Fourier 

amplitudes dZ h' dZ (, and dZ. , taking expectations, and using the spectral representation 

theorem, the corresponding spectral relationships associated with (2-10) are expressed as (by 

assuming that there is no correlation between f and a): 

(2-11) 

Recent field experiments indicate that pore-size distribution parameter « is likely to 

be log-normally distributed instead of normally distributed (White and Sully, 1992). In the 

case oflog-normal distnbution of «, we can define In<< = A+a with E[ln«] = A and E[a] = O. 

Here A is constant mean value and a is a normally distributed random variable with a mean 

value of zero. In the case of small variance of a, « = e (A +.) = eA. e· = eA (1 +a ) . So we 

have, 
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d Z = __ i _k2_(_dZ-",_+_r_H_d_Z_4_) 

h k2 -irk 
2 

(2-12) 

where r = e A is the geometric mean of (X fields. In this situation, the corresponding spectral 

relationships become, 

(2-13) 

The above spectral relations (2-11 and 2-13) are the exact solutions to the first-order 

perturbation equation (2-8) which governs steady state, unsaturated flow in an infinite, two-

dimensional vertical flow domain under gravity drainage conditions. Due to the use of first-

order approximation, these spectral relationships are valid only for small perturbations. In 

genera~ it requires that ol «1.0 and 0.2 «1.0. Under field conditions, this is valid only for 

locations fur away from the boundaries (i.e., the boundary effects are small enough that they 

can be neglected). 

The effective saturation 9 expressed by (2-3), as mentioned before, is also a random 
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variable. In a similar way, the spectral density functions between f, a, h, and s (perturbation 

part of effective saturation 9) can be obtained and expressed as functions of (cross-) spectral 

densities of f, a, and h, or She , Sha' and Shh by using a parametric expression of (2-3) . For 

simplicity, the parameter m in (2-3) can be assumed to be zero (Russo, 1988). In this case, 

the random variable of effective saturation is expressed as, 

9 =e 0.541\1 (1.0 - 0.5 atJr) (2-14) 

Effective saturation E> can be expressed in terms of a mean part S, and a perturbation 

part s, as following, 

E>(xJ=S+s E[E>(xJ] = S E[s (xJ] = 0 (2-15) 

For normal distribution of pore-size distribution parameter a, substituting (2-15) as 

well as (2-5) i.nto (2-14), the stochastic expression of effective saturation can be written as, 

s + s =e 0.5(A+a)(H+h) [1.0 -0.5(A +a)(H +h)] (2-16) 

Subtracting the mean equation of (2-16) from (2-16) itself, neglecting the products 

of perturbation quantities, the first-order perturbation approximation for effective saturation 

expression (2-14) can be obtained as, 

s = -0.25AH e O.SAH (A h+H a) (2-17) 

The relationship between the Fourier amplitudes of f , a, h, and s can be obtained by 

using Fourier-Stieljes integral representations which leads to, 
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dZ. = -0.2S AH eO,s AH (AdZ .. + H dZ.) (2-18) 

so the (cross-) spectral relationships between the random variables of f, a, h, and s can be 

obtained as following, 

Ss,<k) = -0.2SA 2Heo,5AHShj..k) 

Ssa(k) = -0.2SAHeo,SAH[AShi k) +HSaa(k)] 

Ssh(k) = -0.2SAHeo,SAH[AShh(k) +HSha(k)] 

Sss(k) = (0.2SAHfe AH {A 2Shh(k) +H2Saa(k) +AH[Sha(k) +Sah(k)]} 

(2-19) 

In the case of lognonnally distributed pore-size distribution parameter a, the 

expression for perturbation of effective saturation (2-17) becomes, 

(2-20) 

again r = e ~ is the geometric mean of a fields. The corresponding spectral relationships 

between f, a, h, and s become, 

Ss,<k) = -0.2sr2He°.srHShj..k) 

Ssa (k) = -0.2Sr 2 He o,srH[ Sha(k) + HSaa(k)] 

Ssh(k) = -O.2Sr2Heo,srH[Shh(k) +HSha(k)] 

Sss(k) = (0.2sr2H)2erH{Shh(k) +H2Saa(k) +H[Sha(k) +Sah(k)]} 

(2-21) 

For the same reasons, the spectral relations (2-19) and (2-21) are valid only under 

small perturbation conditions. According to stochastic theory, when (cross-) spectral relations 
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are known, (cross-) covariances can be evaluated by Fourier transform from the spectral 

domain to the real flow domain. 

2.3 Spectra and Covariance Functions of inK. and In« 

Assumptions required to apply the technique outlined above are statistical 

homogeneity and ergodicity, due to the use of Fourier-StieItjes integral representations for 

random processes. Statistical homogeneity, a property of the random field, implies that spatial 

statistical properties (e.g., mean, covariance, etc.) depend only on the separation distances 

between parameter observation points, and not on the locations of the points themselves. 

Statistical homogeneity is equivalent to stationarity for temporal random processes, thus also 

called (spatial) stationarity. Ergodicity is an assumption that any realization of a stochastic 

process behaves in space with the same probability distribution as the ensemble of all possible 

realizations. With these assumptions, by observing the spatial variation of a realization of a 

stochastic process in a finite space, it is possible to determine the statistical properties of the 

process for all possible realizations in an infinite space. 

In this study, the random fields Iri£<a and a (or Ina) are both assumed to be statistically 

homogeneous (stationary). To present the covariance functions of the f and a fields (mean 

removed InK a and a or Ina fields), Whittle's modified spectrum/covariance pair for two 

dimensional spatial processes (Mizell et al., 1982) is used here, which was suggested by 

Gutjahr et al. (1989). Based on the formulas for isotropic cases, the covariance/spectrum 
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pair is modified to allow application to anisotropic media. The modified Whittle's spectrum 

(Whittle Modified A) for an anisotropic random field has the form 

1t 
T)=-

4 
(2-22) 

where 1..1 and A.:z are the integration scales in the x and y direction, respectively, in the real 

domain, k 1 and k 2 are the wave number in the spectral domain (corresponding to x and y in 

the real domain, respectively), and 0 2 is the variance of the Whittle's stochastic process. 

The covariance function associated with the above modified Whittle's spectrum, 

obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the spectrum, is formulated in terms of Modified 

Bessel's functions as follows, 

1t 
~=-

4 
(2-23) 

where x 1 and x 2 are the location coordinates, x 1= ( XI' Y 1) and x 2 =( x 2' Y J, K 1 and K 0 

are the modified Bessel functions of first and zero order, respectively, and 0 2 is again the 

variance. The auto-correlation function can be derived by dividing the variance in covariance 

function expression (2-23), or, 

(2-24) 

The f and a fields are assumed to have the same auto-correlation function; that is, their 
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spatial statistical properties are the same except that they have different variances. The auto-

correlation functions of f or a from (2-24) as well as from numerical technique FFf (fast 

Fourier transformation) of (2-22) are shown in Figure 2-1 with integration scales of 3.0 and 

1.0 meters in x and y directions, respectively. In the FFf of (2-22), the discretization is taken 

as dx=dy=0.2 m (or integration scales include 5 and 15 discretizations in x and y direction, 

respectively), and the domain size is 51.2x51.2 meters in both x and y directions (which 

includes 17 and 51 integration scales in x and y directions). Figure (2-1) demonstrates that 

there is little difference between the analytical solution and the result from the numerical 

technique FFr, which indicates that under this domain size and discretization both truncation 

error and discretization error are very small in FFT. Hence the numerical technique FFT has 

a very good accuracy for this domain size and discretization conditions. 

2.4 (Cross-) Covariance Functions from Spectral Analysis 

(Cross-)covariance functions are of interest for various reasons. In general, many 

analytical stochastic models for flow in heterogeneous porous media under saturated or 

unsaturated conditions rely on the formulations of (cross-) covariance functions. The 

covariance and cross-covariance functions are also required in estimating unsampled values 

with observed data by using a multivariate geostatistical approach (classical cokriging 

technique, see chapter 6) as well as in the co-conditional simulation of flow and transport in 

heterogeneous soils. 
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The (cross-) covariance functions are defined as CUy (e)= < Xu (x) ·Xy(x+e) > where 

< > represents the expectation, ~ is the separation vector between observation points, x is the 

location coordinate vector, and Xa (x) and Xy (x) are any random variable. When u=v, G.u 

is the auto-covariance function. According to stochastic theory, the relationship between the 

(cross-) covariance function of any two-dimensional random processes u and v, that is Cuv (u, 

v = f, a , h, or shere), and their (cross-) spectral density function S uv can be expressed by 

Fourier transform pair, 

(2-25) 

(2-26) 

In general, the analytical evaluation of (2-25) or (2-26) is not possible, but the 

numerical technique FFr can be used to numerically integrate the expression to obtain an 

accurate solution provided that the domain size is large enough (related to truncation error) 

and the discretization is small enough (related to discretization error) (Robin, et at., 1993). 

When the spectral density functions of InK. and 0: (or Ino:, depending on whether the 

distribution of 0: is normal or lognormal) are specified, the (cross-) spectral relations between 

f, a, and h can be obtained through (2-11) or (2-13). Then, the (cross-) covariance functions 

of f, a, and h, or ChC , Cba , and Chh can be evaluated by applying the numerical integration 

(FFr) to the spectral relations of (2-11) or (2-13). 
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The (cross-) covariance functions related to the random variables effective saturation 

s, that is, Cal' C sa , C sh , and CIS' can be expressed as functions of (cross-) covariance of f, 

a, h by taking the Fourier transfonnation of equation of (2-19) or (2-21). For a nonnal 

distribution of pore-size distribution parameter «, the (cross-) covariance functions of f , a, 

h, and s are expressed as, 

Cst<~) = -O.2SA 2Heo.SAHChf.~) 

Csa(~) = -O.2SAH e O.SAH[ AC ha<~) + HS aa<~)] 

Csh(~) = -O.2SAH eO.SAH[AChh(~) +HSha<~)] 
(2-26) 

where A is the mean value of a, and H is the mean value of soil-water pressure head. For 

10gnormaUy distributed pore-s ize distribution parameter a, the (cross-) covariance functions 

of f , a, h, and s shown in (2-26) become, 

Cst<~) = -o.2sr2Heo.srHChf.~) 

Csa(~) = -o.2sr2Heo.srH[C"a(~) +HCaa(~)] 

Csh(~) = -o.2sr2Heo.srH[Chh(~) +HCha(~)] 

Css(~) = (o.2sr2H)2erH {Chh(~) +H2Caa(~) +H[Cha(~) +Cah(~)]} 

(2-27) 

where again H is the mean value of soil-water pressure head, and r is the geometric mean of 

a (or r = e A), while A is the arithmetic mean value of Ina. 

Some plots of(cross-)correlation functions between f, a, h, and s, or Phf' Phi, pSf, and 
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p .. are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 for uniform flow (unit mean gradient) in a vertical plane 

in the case of a lognormally distributed pore-size distribution coefficient 0:. In those plots, 

variances of InK. and Ino: are specified as 1.0 and 0.25, respectively. Mizzle's modified forms 

of the Whittle spectrum (spectrum A, equation 2-22) are used for InK. and Ino: distribution 

(Mizzle et al., 1982) for anisotropic soil with the integration scales of 3.0 and 1.0 meters in 

x and y direction, respectively. The mean value of Ino: is zero (or geometric mean of 0: equals 

1.0/m). The mean values of soil-water pressure head are taken as -200 and -400 cm for wet 

and dry case, respectively. 

2.5 Summary 

Spectral analysis has been applied to a two-dimensiona~ steady state, unsaturated flow 

in random porous media under the condition of gravity drainage (unit mean gradient). In the 

derivation of the spectral results, we assume that the variances of the input soil hydraulic 

properties (saturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size distribution parameter) are small. 

This assumption greatly simplifies the problem and facilitates the derivation of closed-form 

solutions of spectral relations. Thus the variations of soil-water pressure head and degree of 

saturation, and their correlations with the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters, are 

obtained, by assuming specific descriptions of the statistical structure of the random 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameter fields. The numerical technique fast Fourier 

transform (FFI) is required for numerical integration of equation (2-25) and (2-26) under 
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general conditions. The main findings are as follows: 

1. Soil-water pressure head (lJI) correlates with log saturated hydraulic conductivity 

(InKJ and log pore-size distribution parameter (Ina) in a different manner. If lJI and InK,. are 

positively correlated at some locations, lJI and Ina have to be negatively correlated at the same 

locations, and vice versa. 

2. The cross-correlation between effective saturation e and InK,. is different from that 

between effective saturation e and Ina. Psr behaves always in the same way as PM does, and 

the maximum absolute value always occurs at some lag distance in the flow direction, while 

the maximum absolute value of P .. occurs always at the lag distance of zero. 

3. As the value of H becomes less (the soil becomes drier), variances of both soil

water pressure head and effective saturation become larger. In addition, the absolute values 

of PM and Psl at any given separation distance decreases, while the absolute values of Pba and 

Psa increase. That is, the drier the soil is, the larger the variations of soil-water pressure head 

and effective saturation, the larger the correlations between a and h, and a and s, and the 

smaller the correlations between f and h, and f and s. 

4. All the cross-correlations are symmetric in the direction normal to flow (x:J but 

asymmetric in the direction parallel to flow (Xl)' Generally, the cross-correlation values are 

higher in the direction of flow than in the direction normal to flow, while the auto-correlation 

values of soil-water pressure head and effective saturation are higher in the direction normal 

to the flow than in the direction of flow. 

It should be pointed out that our spectral analysis suffers some drawbacks due to our 
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assumptions. First of all, the error associated with first-order approximation in the 

perturbation expression of Richards' equation (2-8) becomes larger when the perturbations 

of InK. and/or Ina grows, or as the soil becomes drier. Second, we assume that it is a mean 

uniform flow. The mean value of soil-water pressure head has to a constant. Otherwise for 

nonuniform flow (such as unsaturated flow close to water table, or if a sink or source exists), 

the expression for Fourier amplitudes (2-10) or (2-12) can not be obtained. Third, all the 

random processes of soil-water pressure head and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 

parameters have to be stationary to use Fourier-Stieljes integral representation. It implies that 

the flow domain should be large enough and the flow region of our interest should be fur 

away from the boundaries so that the boundary effects can be neglected. Last but not the least 

important, when all these conditions are satisfied for some ideal case, care must be taken in 

choosing the spatial discretization and domain size so that sufficient accuracy in the numerical 

technique FFI' is guaranteed. 
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Fig. 2.2(a) Auto correlation function of head and effective saturation 
(mean head=-2.0m, if,=1.0, a!=0.25, and r=1.0/m) 
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Fig. 2.2(b) Auto correlation function of head and effective saturation 
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Chapter 3 

ADJOINT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR STEADY STATE FLOW 

IN VARIABLY SATURATED POROUS l\fEDIA 

3.1 Introduction 
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Sensitivity analysis has broad applications to groundwater modeling. Sykes et al. 

(1985) and Wilson and Metcalfe (1985) used this method to study steady state groundwater 

flow; Neuman (1980), Sun and Yeh (1985), and Kool and Parker (1988) used this method 

in the identification of parameters; and Kabala and Milly (1990) used this method to analyze 

flow in one-dimensional unsaturated flow in heterogeneous soils. More importantly, 

sensitively analysis is a necessary tool in the iterative stochastic inverse approach for 

evaluating the residual covariances and cross-covariances at each iteration (e.g., Yeh et al., 

1995, and also chapter 7). In addition, the sensitivities of soil-water pressures head with 

respect to hydrological properties (i.e., saturated hydraulicconductivity ~ pore-size 

distribution parameter ct, etc.) are required in obtaining the initial guess for numerical 

simulation of steady state flow in highly heterogeneous porous media under variably saturated 

conditions (see Chapter 4), and in evaluating the covariance and cross-covariance functions 

of nonstationary flow processes as in the case of nonuniform flow or uniform flow in a finite, 

bounded flow domain (see Chapter 5). 

Sensitivity theory is an independent branch of science, stemming from engineering and 

applied mathematics. Currently, sensitivity theory is being used as a potential technique for 
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calculating the sensitivity of any performance measure (user-defined scalar measure of system 

behavior) to any parameter of the system. In this method, the sensitivities are exactly the 

derivatives (except for round-off error) of the performance measures with respect to the 

parameters, taken at the assumed parameter values. This method is well known in electrical 

engineering (Director and Rohrer, 1969), optimal control (Sage, 1968; Kirk, 1970), and 

parameter sensitivity analysis (Cacuci, 1981; INTERA, 1983). It has been also widely applied 

to groundwater flow problem (Newnan, 1980; Sykes et al., 1985; Wilson and Metcalfe, 1985, 

and Sun and Yeh, 1985 and 1992). The application of sensitivity analysis to variably 

unsaturated flow problems, however, has been limited (Freshly et al., 1982; Kool and Parker, 

1988; Kabala andMilly, 1990). 

Three approaches of sensitivity analysis are generally used: Perturbation, direct, and 

adjoint methods (Kabala and Milly, 1990). Perturbation method is the simplest one. It 

approximates the sensitivities of output to the input parameters based on using "finite 

differences" to approximate derivatives. In this method, sensitivities can be calculated by 

perturbating the parameters and determining the change in the output. The choices of the size 

of the perturbation and the computational effort required are the major problems of this 

method. The direct method is to differentiate the primary equation with respect to the 

parameters, and solve the resulting sensitivity equations in a similar way to the original one. 

This method also requires much computational effort if there are a large number of 

perturbated parameters. An alternative approach to the direct sensitivity analysis is to use the 

adjoint method. In adjoint method, the system and its sensitivities are described by the 
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governing equation and its adjoint, and sensitivity can be evaluated by solving both the 

governing equation and the adjoint equation. When the number of different responses of 

interests is less than the number of input parameters, the use of adjoint analysis is preferable 

(Cacuc~ 1981) since it requires less computational effort. Adjoint method is used here for its 

high efficiency in evaluation of the sensitivity with respect to a large number of parameters. 

In this study, the primary purpose of sensitivity analysis is to evaluate the derivatives 

of soil-water pressure head with respect to saturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size 

distribution coefficient for a steady-state nonuniform unsaturated flow in a bounded domain. 

For this purpose, the performance measure of interest is chosen to be the soil-water pressure 

head, and the system parameters include both saturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size 

distribution coefficient. Thus, the sensitivities are just the first-order derivatives of soil-water 

pressure head with respect to saturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size distribution 

coefficient. 

3.2 Theory and Methodology 

3.2.1 Primary Problem 

As descnbed in chapter 2, steady-state flow in two-dimensional heterogeneous porous 

media under variably saturated conditions can be generally described by Richards' equation; 

i =1,2 (3-1) 



subject to the following specified boundary conditions: 

tJ1 (rt ) = tJ1* 

qj (r:J ·nj = q* 
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(3-2) 

where Xl and X2 are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively, and ~ is positive 

upward, tJ1 is the soil-water pressure head and is positive for saturated flow and negative for 

unsaturated flow, K(tJ1) is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (assumed locally isotropic), 

which varies with tJ1 under unsaturated conditions and is assumed locally isotropic, tJ1* is the 

prescribed head on boundary rlJ and q* is the prescribed flux normal to boundary r 2 • Also, 

Gardner's exponential model is used to describe the hydraulic conductivity properties under 

unsaturated conditions which gives the forms 

K(tJ1, x) = Ks(x) exp[ a(x) tJ1(x)] (3-3) 

where x is the position vector, K;; is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and a is a pore-size 

distribution parameter. The soil-water pressure head can be obtained by solving (3-1) with 

the boundary conditions (3-2). 

As the nonlinearity of the differential governing flow equation precludes the possibility 

of obtaining an analytical solution for general heterogeneous media, numerical methods have 

to be used to approximate the flow problem; thus no direct derivatives can be carried out to 

obtain the sensitivities. Even the hydrological properties are considered as random space 

functions in stochastical analysis of flow in heterogeneous porous media, deterministic 
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heterogeneous porous media are the concern in this sensitivity analysis. 

3.2.2 Adjoint Sensitivity theory 

For numerical simulation of flow in heterogeneous, variably saturated porous media, 

assume that the flow domain is discretized into M elements with L nodal points, InK,. and Ina 

are defined at every element; and 1\1 is the soil-water pressures at some locations J~" in the 

domain (n =1,2, ... , N, N has not to be equal to L, and generally N~ L). Two N by M 

sensitivity matrices (i.e., the corresponding derivatives) of 1\1 with respect to InK,. and Ina can 

be defined as, 

(3-4) 

where the components J D m refers to the change in soil-water pressure at the n-th point of 

interest when there is a unit increase in InKs or Ina at the m-th element, n =1, 2, .•• , N, and 

m =1, 2,"', M. 

To evaluate the sensitivities expressed in (3-4), consider a perfurmance measure which 

is defined as, 

(3-5) 

where 9"(P ,4») is a user-specified function of system state 4» and system parameter vector p, 
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and a is the flow domain bounded by r. In this study, the system state is chosen as the total 

hydraulic head, <I>=lJr+X2' and system parameter P include saturated hydraulic conductivity 

inK., pore-size distribution parameter Ina, prescribed head boundary condition <1>*, and the 

prescribed flux boundary conditions q * (i.e., P = [ InK., Ina, <1>*, q * ] ) 

The sensitivity of the perfurmance measure P to changes in any specific parameter Pk 

can be defined as: 

(3-6) 

where k is the index for a particular system parameter, y is the derivative of the total head <I> 

with respect to parameter P k and is called "state sensitivity". The first term of the integral in 

(3-6) is the "direct effect", indicating the explicit dependence of P on pkJ and the last term is 

the "indirect effect" due to implicit dependence of P on P k through the total hydraulic head 

<I> or soil-water pressure head lJr. 

Equation (3-6) requires the evaluation of the state sensitivity for each parameter of 

interest. One way to derive the state sensitivity (direct method) is to solve a new differential 

equation which can be derived as follows: 

Differentiating (3-1) with respect to system parameter Pkyields, 

...£...[ aK a<l> +KE.1.] = 0 
ax. a r.l.k ax. ax. 

I t' I I 

i =1,2 (3-7) 
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The boundary conditions associated with (3-7) are: 

(3-8) 

Equation(3-7) is the "sensitivity equation" which has the similar structure to its 

original flow equation (3-1). With its associated boundary conditions (3-8), equation (3-7) 

can be solved numerically to obtain the state sensitivity y. However, for each specific 

parameter P k' sensitivity equation (3-7) has to be solved once to evaluate the sensitivity of 

the performance measure P to the parameter Pk' If the system includes a large number of 

parameters Pk as in this study, this approach can be very costly and time consuming. 

Alternatively, we can alleviate the necessity for the direct evaluation of state sensitivity by 

formulating adjoint equation of the partial differential equations for y. 

Multiplying sensitivity equation (3-7) by an arbitrary differentiable function A. , and 

integrating over 0 gives 

r [A....£..(K£1.) + A....£..( aK aq, )] dO = 0 
Je ax. ax. ax. an

k ax. I I ,,,,, I 
(3-9) 

Applying Green's first identity to (3-9), the first term can be manipulated to yield a 

generalized Green's theorem of the form, 
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The second term of equation (3-9) can be expanded, also applying Green's first 

identity, to give, 

Adding these expanded terms (3-10) and (3-11) to the sensitivity of performance 

measure given by (3-6) yields, 

(3-12) 

To eliminate the unknown state sensitivities y in equation (3-12), the arbitrary 

function A. is chosen to satisfy the following equation and boundary conditions, known as the 

adjoint problem: 

i =1,2 (3-13) 

associated with boundary conditions, 
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I.. = 0 on r 1 

al.. r 2 

(3-14) 
K-n. = 0 on ax. I 

I 

To evaluate the sensitivity matrices of total hydraulic head <I> with respect to InK,. and 

Ina of any specific element, system parameter P It can be defined as Pit = InKs or Pit = Ina, 

and the user-defined function in (3-5) can be chosen as: 

(3-15) 

where 5(x-~) is the Dirac Delta function, x is any location coordinate in the flow domain, 

and xp is the location of soil-water pressure head of our interest. Then, the adjoint sensitivity 

equation (3-13) becomes, 

a a I.. -(K-) = -5 (x -x ) ax. ax. P 
I I 

i =1,2 (3-16) 

Equation (3-16) is similar to the primary problem (3-1) except that K is known and 

independent of A, and the right-hand side is a Dirac Delta function instead of zero. Equation 

(3-16) is linear and can be solved for I.. numerically like the saturated flow problem. 

Using the above adjoint equation (3-16) associated with boundary conditions (3-14), 

the performance measure sensitivity of (3-12) can be expressed as, 
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(3-17) 

Notice that dP/d~,,= d4>(xJ/d~,,= dtV(x.,)/d~" because P=4>(x.,)= tV (x.,)+X 2 • Compared with 

directly solving the state sensitivity equation (3-7), the major advantage of the adjoint 

sensitivity analysis is that for different system parameters ~ " , the adjoint equation (3-16) 

needs to be solved only once. Both the direct approach and the adjoint approach, however, 

require to solve the primary problem (3-1) for 4> with given values of saturated hydraulic 

conductivity l~ and pore-size distribution coefficient Ina. 

3.2.3 Sensitivity of Soil-water Pressure Head to inK. and Ina 

hsUllle the system parameter ~ " denotes the log saturated hydraulic conductivity in 

element k, or ~" =(lnKJ", soil-water pressure head tV is also defined at every element (taking 

the average of the nodal values of the element), and Gandner's exponential model (3-3) 

describing hydraulic conductivity under unsaturated conditions is adopted, then the sensitivity 

matrix J (b C) can be found as, in according to (3-17), 

(3-18) 

where I is element index, and U1 is expressed as 
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(3-19) 

where K I and al are the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size distribution 

coefficient of element I, respectively, and a is the Kronecker delta. 

Ifwe define 

S(p, I) = - r ai.. a<l> dO 
Je, ax. ax. 

I I 

(3-20) 

where p is the index of element on which the soil-water pressure head is our interests, and I 

is the index of element on which integration of (3-20) is perfonned. S(p, I) can be evaluated 

numerically with the knowledge of i.. and <I> distributions in the flow domain. Hence equation 

(3-18) can be rewritten as, 

M 

J(hf)(p, k) = E K,a,T(hf)(l, k)S(p, I) + KkS(p, k) (3-21) 
1=1 

When the location of the soil-water pressure head of interest changes from 1 to M 

(p=l, 2, ... , M, M is the total number of elements), for any specified element k on which 

~ perturbates, the sensitivity of soil-water pressure head, tjrp, with respect to (InKJk can be 

obtained by solving system equation (3-21), which contains M unknowns J (p, k), ( p = 1, 2, 

... , M, and k is fixed), with M equations (corresponding to different p values). System 
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equation (3-21) can be rewritten as, 

M 

E [8pl -K1a I S(p, /) ]J(hn(l, k) = -KkS(p, k) 
1=1 

p=1,2,"',M (3-22) 

again 8 is the Kronecker delta. Notice that in (3-22), the matrix is independent of the element 

index k that InK. changes on that element. Hence, the matrix needs to be determined and 

decomposed only once for all sensitivities for ljr (of all elements) with respect to ln~ for all 

elements. 

Similarly, if the system parameter Pk is defined as log pore-size distribution coefficient 

at element k, that is, Pk=(lna) k, equation (3-19) becomes, 

aK aljr 
u = 1 = K a [8 ", + I] 
1 a(lna)k 1 1 kl't'l a(lna)k (3-23) 

The system equation of sensitivities of soil-water pressures head in all element with 

respect to Ina of one element k, J (ba) (p, k) = aljrp/a(lna) k, can be obtained by, 

M 

E [8 pl-K/a/S(p, /) ]J(ha)(l, k) = - KkakljrkS(p, k) 
1=1 

p=1,2, .. ·,M (3-24) 

By solving equations (3-22) and (3-24), all the sensitivity matrices of soil-water 

pressure head with respect to In~ and Ina, as expressed in (3-4), can be determined. 

Notice that the left hand sides of (3-22) and (3-24) are exactly the same, which 
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suggests that only one matrix needs to be determined and decomposed for all sensitivities of 

'" (of all elements) with respect to InK. as well as InIX of all elements. In the case of evaluating 

sensitivities of soil-water pressure head of all elements with respect to InK. and InIX of all 

elements, that is, evaluating J (II f) (p, k) and J{II a) (p, k) where p, k=1, 2, •.. , M (M is the 

total number of elements), a large amount of computational effort can be saved by this. 

3.3 Derivable Sensitivities 

The sensitivity matrices of effective saturation with respect to InK. and InIX can be 

obtained by direct derivation, and expressed as functions of sensitivities of soil-water pressure 

head with respect to ~ and InIX, because Russo's model is a closed-form expression of soil-

water pressure head and pore-size distribution coefficient. 

RussQ's expression of effective saturation expressed in (2-3) can be simplified by 

setting the tortuosity parameter, m, to zero (Russo, 1988), 

(3-25) 

Here effective saturation e is taken as the element value (averaged on the element) 

because pore-size distribution parameter IX and soil-water pressure'" are defined as element 

values. In a similar way, two MxM sensitivity matrices (i.e., the corresponding derivatives, 

M is the total number of elements) of e with respect to InK. and InIX can be defined as, 
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(3-26) 

where the component Jij refers to the change in effective saturation eat i-th element when 

there is a unit increase in InK. or In« at the j-th element, and i ,j =1, 2, ••• , M. 

Direct differentiation of effective saturation 9 in (3-25) with respect to In~ and In« 

yields the sensitivity matrices, 

(3-27) 

a9. 2 0.5.r. ad,. 
__ 1_ = -0.25«. dr.e tll't'i [d,.a .. + '1'1] 

a(In«)j I '1'1 '1'1 IJ a(In«)j (3-28) 

where a is the Kronecker delta (a ij =1 for i = j and 0 otherwise). Hence when the sensitivity 

matrices of al\1/a(InIQ j and al\1Ja(In«) j are known, the sensitivity matrices of a~va(~j 

and aEva(In«)j can be determine by (3-27) and (3-28). In this way, all the sensitivity matrices 

of J (h I) , J (h a) , J (s I) , and J (sa) can be evaluated. 

Equation (3-27) shows that sensitivities of effective saturation 9 with respect to In~ 

are proportional to the sensitivities of soil-water pressure head l\1 with respect to In~ at all 

same locations of effective saturation 9, soil-water pressure l\1, and 1nK,.. If sensitivity 

matrices are evaluated at the constant mean fields of InK,. and In« in the case of uniform flow, 

then we have, 



i,j =1,2, .. ·,M 
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(3-29) 

where C is a constant and C = - 0.25 r 2 H e 05 rH , and r is the geometric mean of a and H 

is the mean value of soil-water pressure head, and rand H are constant in the whole flow 

domain. Under this condition, the shape of cross-covariance function between sand f is the 

same as that of cross-covariance function between hand f (see chapter 2, Fig 2.3 a and b). 

As for sensitivity with respect to Ina, we have, 

J(s,a) (i,j) = C J(h,a) (i,j) 

J(s,a)(i, i) = C [H +J(h,a)(i, i)] 

i" i, i,j =1,2, .. ·,M 

i =1,2, .. ·,M 
(3-30) 

again C = - 0.25 r 2 H e D.srH, and H is the mean soil-water pressure head. Since J(s,a) has 

different relations with J(h.a) for i = j and i " j, the shape of cross-covariance function between 

s and a is different from that of cross-covariance function between h and a (also see chapter 

2, Fig 2.3 a and b). 

3.4 Summary 

Adjoint sensitivity analysis for variably saturated flow has been developed in this 

study, that can be used to determine the sensitivity matrices of soil-water pressure head and 

effective saturation with respect to log saturated hydraulic conductivity and log pore-size 

distribution parameter. Unlike the saturated flow case, in which hydraulic conductivity (or 
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transimissivity) is independent of head, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is a function of 

soil-water pressure head. Thus, if there is a change in InK,. or Ina at any location within the 

domain, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivities at all the other locations will change 

correspondingly due to the change in the soil-water pressure head distribution. Thus, in tum, 

affects the distribution of soil-water pressure head. Hence the derivative of unsaturated 

conductivity with respect to the system parameters Pk (here InK,. or Ina) is not a constant, but 

related to the sensitivities of soil-water pressure head with respect to system parameters Pk 

(see 3-19 and 3-23). As a result, when evaluating the sensitivities of soil-water pressure head 

with respect to InK,. or Ina, the systems of linear equations (3-22) and (3-24) have to be 

solved instead of solving (3-17) or (3-18) directly. This makes the evaluation more difficult 

and more time consuming than for saturated flow, especially for a large flow domain which 

contains a large number of elements. 

In (3-22) or (3-24), the matrix is always the same for all different elements of InK,. or 

Ina; thus, all sensitivities are readily obtained by performing back-substitution for the system 

equations. In addition, the adjoint equation (3-16) has the same form for its primary equation 

but with an additional sink term, and the hydraulic conductivity K (unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity from the primary problem) 5 known everywhere and independent of adjoint state 

A, just as in saturated flow equation. All steady-state finite element equations for adjoint 

problems differ in the sink term only, thus only a single decomposition of the coefficient 

matrix is required for solving the adjoint problem (3-16) for all soil-water pressure head at 

all locations (sink term is on the right hand sides of the system of linear equations). Because 
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of this, the adjoint problems can be solved by performing only the matrix back-substitution 

step. In the sense that both the adjoint problem and the systems of linear equations (3-22) or 

(3-24) can be solved by only backward substitution, this method of performing sensitivity 

analysis is highly efficient. 

It should be pointed out that in partially saturated media, some locations may be 

saturated where the change in pore-size distribution coefficient does not affect the soil-water 

pressure head (tIT<O ) or hydraulic head (",>0) at all. Under this condition, the sensitivities 

of head at all locations with respect to Ina at the particular saturated location are always zero. 

In fuct, equation (3-23) should be always zero; thus, the right hand sides of equations (3-24) 

are always zero for the condition where the head tIT is greater than or equals to zero at the 

elements on which Ina changes. 



Chapter 4 

AN ENHANCEMENT ON NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF 

STEADY STATE FLOW IN 

HETEROGENEOUS, VARIABLY SATURATED POROUS MEDIA 

4.1 Introduction 
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Understanding subsurface flow is essential for determining contaminant movement in 

subsurface environments, and thus for assessing groundwater pollution problems. 

Mathematical models are often used to improve or test our understanding. The flow processes 

occurring in the unsaturated zone are more complicated than those in the saturated zones. The 

Richards' equation, which governs unsaturated flow processes, is nonlinear and is difficult to 

solve mathematically. In addition, the heterogeneity of the porous media makes the matter 

even more complex. In general, the nonlinearity and the spatial variability of unsaturated 

hydraulic conductivity properties often preclude the development of analytical solutions. 

Analytical solutions are available only for some special cases such as one-dimensional steady

state or transient infiltration in layered soils (Yeh, 1989; Srivastava and Yeh, 1991). For more 

general multi-dimensional flow problems in heterogeneous porous media, we often rely on 

numerical techniques such as finite difference and finite elements methods. 

As stated previously, numerical simulation of flow in heterogeneous porous media 

under variably saturated conditions relies on the nonlinear Richards' equation. Iterative 

numerical schemes (such as Picard or Newton-Raphson scheme) are often employed to derive 
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the solution to this nonlinear equation. These iterative schemes do not always guarantee the 

convergence of the solution, especially for steady-state flow in highly heterogeneous porous 

media, due to the lack of a good initial guess which consistently leads to the convergence. 

Using an analytical fiISt-order perturbation approximation in spectral representation, Harter 

and Yeh (1993) derived an approximate solution and used this approximate solution as an 

initial guess solution to facilitate the convergence of the numerical solution for steady state 

unsaturated flow. The enhancement on the convergence of the numerical solution allowed 

Harter andYeh (1995a and b) to carry out rigorous unconditional and conditional simulations 

to examine the effect of higher heterogeneity on model prediction. Their approach is, 

however, limited to uniform mean flow in the infinite domain and stochastically stationary 

random porous media. For more general flow cases often encountered under field conditions, 

such as nonuniform flow in a bounded domain, their perturbation-spectral approach is not 

suitable, and the convergence problem associated with the numerical solution still exists. This 

limits their numerical investigation of steady state unsaturated flow problems in highly 

heterogeneous soils. 

In this chapter, a more fleXIble technique is developed to derive the guess solution for 

steady-state, unsaturated flow in relatively dry or highly heterogeneous soils. This guess 

solution leads to the convergence of numerical solution for more general flow scenarios. It 

is flexible in the sense that this technique can be applied to any kind of nonstationary or 

nonuniform flow conditions in a bounded flow domain. The guess solution is derived based 

on a multivariate fiISt-order Taylor series approximation. The derivatives of soil-water 
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pressure head with respect to unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters (saturated 

hydraulic conductivity and pore-size distribution parameter) are evaluated through an adjoint 

state sensitivity analysis for variably saturated flow (see chapter 3), based on the mean fields 

of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters. 

4.2 Formulation of Initial Guess Solution 

If a finite element or finite difference method is employed to solve the stochastic 

steady-state unsaturated flow equation (3-1) associated with boundary conditions (3-2), and 

Gardner's exponential model of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity properties is used, a 

linearized matrix equation can be obtained and written as 

[G]{ljI} = {U} (4-1) 

where {ljI} is the soil-water pressure head vector to be solved, [G] is a coefficient matrix 

which is a function of saturated hydraulic conductivity vector {lnK,.}, pore-size distribution 

parameter vector {Ina}, as well as the unknown soil-water pressure head {ljI}, and {U} is a 

known vector associated with boundary conditions. Notice that equation (4-1) is also a 

stochastic equation. Further, {ljI} can be rewritten as, 

{ljI} = [Gr1 {U} (4-2) 

Assume that {F} and {A} are the vectors of the mean values of {InK,.} and {Ina}, or 
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{F} = E[{InK,.}] and {A} = E[{lna}], respectively, and {H} is the vector of soil-water 

pressure head evaluated at {F} and {A} with the boundary conditions (3-2). Notice that mean 

values {F} and {A} do not have to be constant fields here. Let {f} and {a} be the 

perturbations of {InK,.} and {Ina} with zero means and definite variances, respectively, and 

{h} be the deviation of soil-water pressure head from {H}. Further, the magnitudes of the 

perturbation vectors {f} and {a} are assumed to be small. We may approximate the soil-water 

pressure head {tV} with a multivariate first-order Taylor series expansion of (4-2) at the mean 

values {F} and {A} as follows: 

{ tV} = {H} + {h}= g ({F} + {f } , {A} + {a}) 

(4-3) 

where g represents the matrix representation of equation (4-2). Equation (4-3) is also a 

stochastic equation. Taking the expectation of (4-3) produces the approximate mean equation 

of soil-water pressure head. Subtracting the mean equation of (4-3) from (4-3) itself leads to 

the first-order approximation of the perturbation of soil-water pressure head. The mean and 

perturbation equations of (4-3) can be written as, 

{H}=g({F},{A}) (4-4) 
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In general, the mean fields {F} and {A} are relatively smooth, or may even be 

constant. Thus, the mean soil-water pressure head {H} expressed in (4-4) can be solved easily 

by numerical methods. The derivatives in (4-5) can be evaluated by an adjoint sensitivity 

analysis fur variably saturated flow, as described in chapter 3. In adjoint sensitivity analysis, 

as the sensitivities (or derivatives) are evaluated at the relatively smooth mean fields {F} and 

{A}, the associated primary problem (governing equation 4-2) is also solved based on the 

mean fields {F} and {A}. In fact, the mean soil-water pressure head expressed in (4-4) is 

exactly the solution to the primary problem in the adjoint sensitivity analysis. On the other 

hand, the associated adjoint sensitivity equation (equation 3-16) is a linear equation with 

known hydraulic conductivity K (unsaturated hydraulic conductivity derived from primary 

problem, K is independent of the adjoint variable A) which can be solved easily using 

numerical methods, just like the saturated flow problem. 

From the above, a first-order approximation solution can be derived for any steady

state variably saturated flow associated with any kind of boundary conditions, provided the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameter fields are perfectly known (e.g., InK. and Ina 

fields, both mean and perturbation parts are known everywhere). Once the sensitivity matrices 

of soil-water pressure head with respect to InK.. and Ina are obtained, the approximate soil

water pressure head perturbation {h} resulting from the perturbations {f} and {a} can be 

calculated by equation (4-5) (perturbation vectors of {f} and {a} are known). Thus the first

order approximate solution of (4-1) is obtained by {tIT} = {H} + {h}. 
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4.3 Example Problems 

To demonstrate the efficiency of using the first-order approximation solution in 

deriving numerical solutions of steady state infiltration into the highly heterogeneous vadose 

zone, a hypothetical vadose zone with perfectly known InK. and Ina distributions is used. The 

numerical examples are for a two-dimensional vertical plane with 35x35 elements. The size 

of each element is 45 cm in the horizontal direction and 15 cm in vertical direction, leading 

to total domain dimensions of 5.25 m deep and 15.75 m wide. The hypothetical InK. and Ina 

fields are generated by using a random field generator (Gutjahr, 1989). Mizzle's modified 

forms of the Whittle spectrum (spectrum A, isotropic case) is further modified for the use of 

an anisotropic case, and used for covariance functions of both InKs and Ina fields (Mizzle 

et al., 1982, also see chapter 2), with the anisotropy of A.x= 45 cm and "-z = 15 cm. The 

correlation scales for InK. and Ina fields are assumed to be the same. The mean values for InK. 

and Ina are assigned as -3.0 and 0.0, or the geometric means of K. and a equal to 0.05 m/hr 

and 1.0/m, and the variance of InK. and Ina are 1.0 and 0.10, respectively. 

Two flow cases with different boundary conditions are selected: Case 1 (wet 

condition) and Case 2 (dry condition). For both cases, the left and right boundaries are 

specified as impermeable boundaries, the lower boundary is specified as constant head 

boundary (- 600 cm of soil-water pressure head). As for the upper boundary, the eight central 

nodes are specified as prescribed constant head conditions (0 cm and -600 cm, for Cases 1 

and 2, respectively) and the other portion is specified as no flux boundary. For case 1, some 
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portion of the flow domain near the upper boundary may be saturated due to the 

heterogeneity of the soil and the relatively wet conditions, while the whole flow domain is 

fully unsaturated in case 2 because of the very dry conditions of both the upper and lower 

boundaries. 

In the numerical experiments, the governing flow equation is solved at the mean fields 

of InKa and Ina, with the associated boundary conditions, by using a finite element numerical 

model MMOC2 (Yeh et aI1993). Adjoint sensitivity analysis is also performed at these 

constant mean fields of InK,. and Ina to get the derivatives of '" with respect to InK,. and Ina, 

using the methods described in chapter 3. Hence the first-order approximate solution will be 

obtained by (4-3). This approximate solution is then used as the initial guess solution in 

MMOC2 for numerically simulating the flow process in the hypothetical heterogeneous soil 

with the true InKa and Ina fields distribution (including means and perturbations). Numerical 

code MMOC2 uses a preconditioned conjugate gradient solver at the inner iteration and a 

Newton-Raphson's approach to solve the nonlinearity of the matrix equation at the outer 

iteration level. Details of this finite element model are described in Yeh et al (1993). 

4.4 Results and Conclusions 

Figures 4.1 (a) and (b) show the hypothetical InK,. and Ina distributions used in the 

numerical experiments. The mean values of InKa and Ina are removed in these figures. Figures 

4.2 (a) and (b) show the soil-water pressure head distributions derived from the first-order 
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approximation for cases 1 and 2, respectively. Figures 4.2 (c) and (d) are the soil-water 

pressure head fields obtained from the finite element model MMOC2 for cases 1 and 2, 

respectively, using the fiISt-order approximate solutions as the initial guess solutions. The 

variances of the natural log of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity based on the finite element 

solutions are 2.49 and 3.95 for cases 1 (wet soil) and case 2 (dry soil), respectively. As shown 

in Figure 4.2, the first-order approximate solution closely resembles the solution of the finite 

element model for case 1 (wet condition), however, the discrepancy between the fiISt-order 

approximate solution and the solution derived from the finite element model becomes larger 

for case 2 (dry condition). The drier the soil is, the larger the degree of the nonlinearity of the 

governing flow equation, thus the less valid the first-order Taylor series approximation. More 

importantly, several trials using different initial guess solutions (including, uniform soil-water 

pressure head 0 cm and -600 cm, hydrostatic head distribution, as well as soil-water pressure 

head distribution derived from the fiISt-order analytical spectral representation) were used. 

However, none of these trials leads to the convergence of the numerical solution for these two 

cases. 

The computational effort for the first-order approximate solutions were 27.5 and 28.0 

minutes on an IBM RISC 6000/590 workstation with 512 MB memory for cases 1 and 2, 

respectively. In our experiences, most of the CPU time is consumed in evaluating the 

derivatives of soil-water pressure head with respect to InK,. and In« in adjoint sensitivity 

analysis. Once these approximate solutions were derived, the CPU time for numerical solution 

with the finite element model MMOC2 were only 3.34 seconds (6 Newton-Raphson 
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iterations) and 3.98 seconds (11 Newton-Raphson iterations) for cases 1 (wet condition) and 

case 2 (dry condition), respectively. 

As described previously, for steady-state flow in highly heterogeneous soils under 

variably saturated conditions, numerical solutions are likely to lead to divergence in their 

iterative processes, due the lack of a good initial guess solution. The numerical experiments 

also show this divergence problem when using other initial guess solutions different from the 

first-order Taylor series approximation. Although the evaluation of the first-order 

approximate solution by this approach consumes CPU time, it may be the only way to 

overcome the divergence problem associated with the finite element model without resorting 

to the transient time-marching or pseudo transient approaches. In this sense, development of 

this approach is appropriate. Furthermore, as demonstrated by Harter and Yeh (1995a and 

b), this type of enhancement on the convergence of numerical solutions makes rigorous 

unconditional and conditional Monte Carlo simulations of flow in the variably saturated media 

feasible. As a result, the uncertainty due to heterogeneity can be adequately addressed. 

Besides, the first-order approximate solution and the adjoint state sensitivity theory can be 

applied to the evaluation of the covariance functions of soil-water pressure head and effective 

saturation, and the cross-covariance functions between soil-water pressure head, effective 

saturation, ~ and Ina (see chapter 5) required in stochastic conditional simulations (e.g., 

Harter andYeh, 1995b) or inverse modeling based on Newton type techniques (e.g., Sun and 

Yeh, 1985; Ca"era andNewnan, 1986, Yeh et al., 1995; etc. for saturated flow, and chapter 

6 and 7 of this dissertation for variably saturated flow). Finally, this approach is more flexible 
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than that one proposed by Harter and Yeh (1993) since it can be applied to any nonunifonn 

flow, nonstationary random fields, and for any level of heterogeneity. In addition, it can also 

be used with any type of hydraulic conductivity-pressure head relationship different from the 

Gardner's model. 
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ChapterS 

COVARIANCE AND CROSS·COV ARIANCE FUNCTIONS THROUGH 

FIRST·ORDER TAYLOR SERIES APPROXIMATION AND 

ADJOINT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

5.1 Introduction 

The spatial variability of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters (e.g. saturated 

hydraulic conductivity InK. and pore-size distribution parameter Ina) and soil-water pressure 

head, ljT, plays a major role in determining the solution of the direct and inverse problems for 

unsaturated flow in the vadose zone. Analytical solutions of statistical moments for In~ Ina, 

and ljT in multi-dimensional flow, which render up the second and higher orders of 

perturbation product terms, assume that the domain is unbounded and infinite and that the 

flow is an average uniform flow (Gutjahr and Gelhar, 1981; Mizell et ai, 1982; Yeh et ai, 

1985a and b; and Mantoglou and Gelhar, 1987). Recently, stochastic analysis of boundary 

effects on head spatial variability has been studied for flow through heterogeneous formations 

under saturated conditions (Naif and Vecchia, 1986; Rubin and Dagan, 1988, 1989) and 

unsaturated conditions (Indelman, 1993). 

As mentioned above, the previously obtained cross-covariance and covariance 

functions of ljT, effective saturation e, InK,., and Ina evaluated through the spectral analysis 

in chapter 2 are limited to an infinite domain with statistically stationary flow. In practice, 

however, most flow domains encountered under field conditions are bounded, and the flow 
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process is often nonstationary (such as unsaturated flow from the land surface to the water 

table, or there are some sinks or sources in the domain). In these cases, the (cross-)covariance 

functions derived from the spectral analysis may result in some obvious errors near the 

boundaries; or the spectral analysis can not be performed because of the nonstationarity of 

flow processes (no constant mean head exists). On the other hand, the cross-covariance and 

covariance functions can always be evaluated by a first-order Taylor series approximation 

coupled with an adjoint sensitivity analysis under any kind of flow conditions (flow in 

bounded domain and nonstationary flow processes), provided that the heterogeneity of the 

medium is not too great and the medium is not too dry. 

In this chapter, the particular interest is to evaluate the cross-covariance and 

covariance functions of soil-water pressure head, effective saturation, saturated hydraulic 

conductivity, and pore-size distribution coefficient for steady-state variably saturated flow in 

a bounded domain, allowing for nonstationary flow processes. In addition, under the mean 

uniform flow condition, these cross-covariance and covariance functions are compared with 

those derived by spectral analysis (chapter 2) so as to investigate the effects of boundaries 

(constant head boundary and impervious boundary) on the spatial variability of tV and 9. 

Toward these aims, the first-order Taylor series expansion and the adjoint sensitivity analysis 

are adopted here. Both the first-order Taylor series approximation and the adjoint sensitivity 

analysis are performed at the mean fields of saturated hydraulic conductivity and pore-size 

distribution coefficient. 
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5.2 Methodology and Formulations 

5.2.1 First-order Taylor series approximation 

First-order Taylor series approximations are widely used for linearizing a nonlinear 

relations between variables at prescribed values. They are valid only when the variations of 

the variables around their prescribed values are relatively small (small variances), othelWise 

non-negligible errors may exist. For the purpose of evaluating cross-covariance and 

covariance functions ofljl, a, InK,., and Ina, both ljI and e are expressed by first-order Taylor 

series expansions at the mean values of InK,. and Ina. Thus, the relationships between 

perturbation parts of l~ Ina, ljI, and a, that is, f, a, h, and s, respectively, are linearized 

approximately. With these linearized relationships, the covariance functions of hans s, and 

the cross-covariance functions between f, a, h, and s can be evaluated. 

Assume that a finite bounded flow domain is discretized into M elements with N nodal 

points, lnK,. and Ina are defined at every element, and ljIi is the numerically evaluated soil-

water pressure head at the center of some element ( i =1, 2, ... , M). Two MxM sensitivity 

matrices (i.e., the corresponding derivatives) ofljl with respect to InK,. and Ina can be defined 

as 

a dr. 
J (ha)(i .) = 'f, 

,j a (Ina)j (5-1) 

with the {i,j} components Jij referring to the change in soil-water pressure head at the i-th 
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element of interest when there is a unit increase in InK,. or Ina at the j-th element. 

Assume that {F} and {A} are the vectors of the mean values of InK. and Ina, {F} = 

E[{1nKJ] and {A}=E[{loa}], and {H} is the vector of soil-water pressure head evaluated at 

{F} and {A}. Let {f} and {a} be the perturbation vectors of {InK.} and {Ina}, and {h} be 

the deviation of soil-water pressure from {H}. If we assume that the perturbation vectors {f} 

and {a} are relatively small, we may approximate the soil-water pressure head {tIT} with a 

multivariate first-order Taylor series expansion at the mean values of {InK,.} and {Ina}. The 

perturbation equation (4-5) of soil-water pressure head in chapter 4 can be rewritten as, 

(5-2) 

where matrices [fih!)] and [J(ha)] are the sensitivity matrices of {tIT} with respect to {InK,.} 

and {loa}, respectively, as expressed in (5-1). They are evaluated at the mean values {F} and 

{A}. 

Multiplying (5-2) by the transpose of perturbation vector {f}, or {f }T, and taking the 

expectation of the new equation gives 

<{h} {If> 1:1 [J(h.f)] <{/H/f> + [J(h.a)]<{a}{/f> (5-3) 

where < > represents taking the expectation of the content of < >. As the sensitivity matrices 

[J( hI) ] and [J( ha)] are deterministic, they are taken out of the < > sign in (5-3). In (5-3), 

< f h > is the cross covariance function between f and h, or [CnJ, < f f > is the auto covariance 

function of ~ or [C rr ], and < fa> is the cross covariance function between f and a, or [C rl]' 
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If we assume that InK. and Ina are spatially uncorrelated, that is, [C rJ = 0, then, (5-3) can be 

rewritten as 

(5-4) 

Performing the same statistical operations in (5-2) with respect to perturbation vectors 

{a} and {h}, the cross-covariance function between {h} and {a} and the covariance function 

of {h} can also be obtained as (also assuming {f} and {a} are uncorrelated) 

[Cah] ~ [J(ha)] [Caa ] 

[Chh] ~ [J(hf)] [Cft] [J(hJ)f + [J(ha)][Caa] [J(ha)]T 
(5-5) 

where [ J ] T is the transpose of the sensitivity matrix [ J ], and [C r r1 and [Ca a] are the 

specified covariance functions of InK,. and Ina, respectively. 

In the same way, the sensitivity matrices of {9} with respect to {InK,,} and {Ina} are 

defined as 

(5-6) 

Again using the first-order Taylor series approximation, the effective saturation {s} 

(perturbation part of {9}) can also be expressed as a linearized relations of {f} and {a}, thus 

the covariance function of {s}, and the cross covariance functions between {f} and {s}, and 

{a} and {s }can be obtained as, 
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[Cis] s:: [J(sf)] [CII] 

[Cas] s:: [J(sa)] [Caa] (5-7) 

[Css] s:: [J(sf)] [C
II

] [J(sf)f+[J(sa)] [Caa] [J(sa)f 

and the cross-covariance function between {s} and {h} can be expressed as, 

(5-8) 

In this way, all cross-covariance functions between In~ Ina, h, and s, that is, C rh , 

C ah , C ra , Cas' C hs ' and covariance functions C hh and Csa can be evaluated by equations 

(5-4), (5-5), (5-7), and (5-8) provided all the sensitivity matrices of [J(hl)], [J(ha)], [J (81)], 

and [J (sa)] are available. It should be pointed out that these are appropriate only for cases 

with small perturbations for the first order Taylor series approximation to be valid. 

5.2.2 Cross-covariance and Covariance Functions of InK., Ina, ljI, and 9 

To determine the covariance and cross covariance functions expressed in equations 

(5-4), (5-5), (5-7), and (5-8), the sensitivities of ljI and e with respect to InK. and Ina, that 

is, [J (h I)] , [J (h a)] , [J (8 I)] , and [J (sa) ] , have to be obtained first. The sensitivity matrices 

[J(hl)] and [J(ha)] can be evaluated by the adjoint sensitivity analysis (chapter 3), by defining 

the performance measure as ljI, and defining the system parameters as ~ and Ina. In this 

way, the derivatives of performance measure, ljI, with respect to the system parameters InK. 

and Ina are exactly the sensitivity matrices [J (h I) ] and [J(h a) ]. In addition, as Russo's 
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expression of effective saturation (2-3) is a closed form, direct derivatives of effective 

saturation 9 with respect to InK. and Ina, that is [J (II)] and [J (I a)], can be obtained through 

mathematical manipulation, and expressed as functions of [J (hI)] and [J (ha)] (see chapter 3). 

Under field conditions, as the flow processes (ljr and 9) are nonstationary since the 

flow domain is finite and bounded, the cross-covariance and covariance functions related to 

the flow processes, that is, C r h , C a h , C fa , Cas, Chi' C h hand C s s , should also behave in 

a nonstationary manner. The nonstationarity of the flow processes is incorporated into these 

cross-covariance and covariance functions through adjoint sensitivity analysis (in both the 

primary and the adjoint problem). Hence these cross covariance and covariance functions also 

depend on the size of the flow domain, the flow type (uniform or nonuniform), the wetness 

of the medium, and the boundary condition types (constant head or constant flux). They may 

vary with the locations and are not necessarily functions of separation distance only. 

To compare these covariance and cross-covariance functions with those derived by 

the spectral analysis, the mean uniform flow (mean unit gradient) is chosen. The flow domain 

is defined as a vertical plane of 7x7 meters. The left and right boundaries are impermeable 

boundaries (flux=O), and the upper and lower boundaries are the same constant head 

boundaries. The domain is discretized uniformly into a 35x35 elements with 36x36 nodal 

points, with dx=dy=O.2 m, This kind of discretization is acceptable in applying numerical 

technique FFT (fast Fourier transformation). 

The statistical properties of InK. and Ina are also the same as used in the spectral 

analysis, and the anisotropic covariance function modified based on the isotropic one of 
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Mizell et al.(1982) is used. The mean value of Ina is 0.0, or the geometric mean of a 

equals 1.0/m, and the variances of InK. and Ina are taken as 1.0 and 0.25, respectively. The 

correlation scales of both InK,. and Ina are taken to be 300 cm and 100 cm in the horizontal 

(x) and vertical (y) directions, respectively. In the first-order approximation and the adjoint 

sensitivity analysis, both the primary flow equation and the adjoint sensitivity equation are 

solved with a Galerkin finite element method. 

Cross-correlation functions between 1; a, h, and s and auto-correlations of hand s are 

derived numerically and plotted for mean uniform flow, as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 

Auto- and cross- correlation functions for nonuniform flow and other types of boundary 

conditions are also obtained but not plotted here (used in chapter 6). Because of the 

nonstationary behavior due to nonuniform flow, these auto- and cross-correlation functions 

related to hand s are plotted in such a way that hand/or s positions are fixed at the center 

of the domain and the separation distances are changed along either the horizontal or the 

vertical direction. 

5.3 Boundary Effects on Spatial Variabilities of Soil-water Pressure Head and 

Effective Saturation 

As there is no closed-form expressions of auto- and cross-correlation functions of f, 

a, h, and s for flow processes in a bounded domain, the effects of boundaries will be examined 

by inspection of the plots of these correlation functions. Comparing with the auto- and cross

correlation functions resulted from spectral analysis for uniform flow in an infinite domain 
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(Figures 2.2 and 2.3), it is found that the structures of the auto- and cross- correlation 

functions for flow processes in a bounded domain and in an infmite domain are similar but 

magnitudes are different. In general, the values of auto-correlation functions of hand s for 

a bounded domain are slightly greater (the shapes are flatter) than those for an infinite domain 

in both horizontal (or x) and vertical (or y) directions. The auto-correlation functions of hand 

s are not symmetric in flow direction (vertical direction) for a bounded domain. This is 

different from the situation in an infinite domain where auto-correlation functions of both h 

and s are symmetric in flow direction. On the other hand, the changing ranges of the cross

correlation functions between f, a, h, and s are greater for a bounded domain than those for 

an infinite domain. Comparing Figures 5.1 and 5.2 with Figures 2.2 and 2.3, it is found that 

the effects of boundaries on the variation of head and effective saturation are large and can 

not be neglected for the test domain. 

5.3.1 Constant Head Boundaries 

Since all auto- and cross-correlation functions of f, a, h, and s are stationary for an 

infinite domain under mean uniform flow condition, they will be constants in the whole 

domain if the separation distances are fixed. To examine boundaries effects on the spatial 

variability ofh and s, the auto-correlation functions of hand s are plotted in such a way that 

the separation distances are always set to be zero. The locations move from one boundary (far 

away from all the other boundaries) to the remote locations, either in x or y direction 
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(depending on whether the location start from left-right boundary or upper-lower boundary), 

and reach another boundary in the opposite side. Hence the effects of impelVious or constant 

head boundaries can be examined. Here only the effects of boundaries on the variances ofh 

and s are considered (e.g., spatial cross correlations are not included). 

Figures 5.3 (a) and (b) show the effects of constant head boundaries (top and bottom 

boundaries) on the variances ofh and s under different mean head values. The locations are 

always at the left-right midway of the flow domain and move in the mean flow direction, 

keeping the same distance from both left and right impervious boundaries. Thus, the effects 

of impervious boundaries are assumed to be constant (because of the constant distance from 

impervious boundaries), and the variations in the variances of hand s are due only to different 

distances from the constant head boundaries. As expected, the variances of h are zero at both 

upper and lower constant head boundaries. As shown in Figure 5.3 (a), when the locations 

move away from the constant head boundaries in y direction (parallel to mean flow direction), 

the variance of soil-water pressure head increases very quickly, and reach a maximum value 

close to the middistance between the two constant head boundaries (near the center of the 

flow domain). This variance function is not symmetric in the flow direction, with the 

maximum value occurring at the side of lower boundary. The shape of this variance function 

is very similar to that of the analytical solutions derived by Rubin and Dagan (1988) for 

groundwater flow. The pressure head variance function in their analysis is, however, 

symmetric in the flow direction. 

The variances of s, as shown in Figure 5.3 (b), are not zero at the lower and upper 
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boundaries, and the shape of variance function is much flatter than that ofh. As the locations 

move away from the lower boundary towards the upper boundary, the variance decreases a 

little bit first, reaches a minimum value close to the lower boundary, then increases for a large 

range and reaches a maximum value, then decreases again till the location reaches the upper 

boundary. The asymmetry of the variance of s is more obvious than that of h. Contrary to the 

variance of h, the maximum variance of s occurs further away from the center (especially 

under drier condition) at the side of upper boundary. Besides, the variance of s is larger at the 

upper boundary than at the lower boundary. 

For different mean soil-water pressure heads, the structures of variance functions of 

head are very similar but the values are different. Similarly, the structures of variance 

functions of effective saturation are similar and the values are different. In general, as the soil 

becomes drier, all the variances increase, the asymmetry becomes more obvious, and the 

maximum variances occur further away from the center. 

5.3.2 Impervious boundaries 

To examine the impervious boundaries effects on the variances of hand s, the 

variances ofh and s are examined in a similar way as did before. The locations now are at the 

top-bottom midway of the flow domain and move in the horizontal direction (which is normal 

to the mean flow direction), keeping the same distance from both upper and lower constant 

head boundaries. Thus, the effects of upper and lower boundaries are assumed to be constant 
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(because of the constant distance from both upper and lower boundaries), and the variations 

in the variances ofh and s are due only to different distances from the impervious boundaries. 

Figures 5.4 (a) and (b) show the effects of impervious boundaries (left and right 

boundaries) on the variances ofh and s for different mean head values. All the variances are 

symmetric in the direction normal to the mean flow because of the symmetry of the mean flow 

in this direction. The variances of both hand s have their maximum values at the impervious 

boundaries. As the locations move away from the impervious boundaries in horizontal 

direction, these variances (both hand s) decrease slowly and reach their minimum values at 

the middistance between the two impervious boundary (at the center of the domain). It 

implies that impervious boundaries act to increase the variability of hand s at their vicinity. 

This is consistent with the analytical solutions fur groundwater flow in a two-dimensional half 

plane bounded by an impervious boundary derived by Rubin and Dagan (1989), where they 

found that the impervious boundary increase the head variability near the boundary. 

For different saturations of the soils, the structure of variance functions are vary 

similar but the magnitudes of the variances are different. As the soil becomes wetter, the 

variances become smaller and the shape of the variance functions becomes flatter. 

In addition, compared with the spatial variability in an infinite domain, the variances 

of both hand s fur a bounded domain are generally greater than those for an infinite domain, 

except fur the variance of h at the locations close to the constant head boundaries. This can 

be explained by the method of images and superposition, which is generally used for tackling 

boundaries problems. For simplicity, the head variabilities are considered for flow in a 
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homogeneous porous medium under saturated conditions. For the infinite domain, the head 

change at one location A due to the increase of the conductivity at another location B is 

assumed to be 6h1; For a half plane bounded by a constant head or an impervious boundary, 

it is equivalent to an infinite domain, provided that an extm change of same amount in the 

conductivity at location C (C is in the opposite side of the boundary, with the same distance 

to the boundary) is posed to satisfy the boundary condition. Whether the conductivity should 

increase or decrease depends on whether the boundary is a constant head boundary 

(conductivity decreases) or an impervious boundary (conductivity increases). The change of 

the conductivity at location C will cause an extm head change 6h2 in location A. Thus, the 

change of head at location A due to the increase of conductivity in location B in bounded 

domain are equivalent to 6h1+6h2 in the infinite domain. As a result, the variabilities of 

pressure head become genemlly larger in a bounded domain than those in an finite domain. 

This should also be true for flow through heterogeneous porous media under unsaturated 

conditions. 

5.4 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter, all the auto- and cross-correlation functions of h, s, f, and a are 

obtained numerically through a first-order Taylor series approximation and an adjoint 

sensitivity analysis for variably saturated flow in a domain bounded by constant head and 

impervious boundaries. This approach of evaluating the spatial variability ofh and s can be 
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applied to any nonuniform flow and nonstationary flow processes. Compared with the results 

from spectral analysis fur an inf'mite domain, the boundaries effects on the variability of head 

ans effective saturation are examined. The main f'mdings are as follows. 

1. In a bounded flow domain, all covariance functions of hand s, and all cross 

covariance functions between h, s, InK., and In« are found to be nonstationary. They depend 

on the separation distance as well as the locations. 

2. In general, the auto-correlation functions of hand s for a bounded domain are 

slightly greater (the shapes are flatter) than those for an infinite domain in both x and y 

directions. Besides, all covariance functions of hand s, and all cross covariance functions 

between h, s, ~ and a are found to be asymmetric in the mean flow direction, and symmetric 

in the direction normal to the mean flow direction. 

3. For a constant head boundary, the variance of h is zero at the boundary and 

increases very quickly as the location moves away from the boundary, while the variance of 

s is not zero at the boundary and fluctuates as the location moves away from the boundary. 

The maximum head variance occurs near the center of domain and at the side of lower 

boundary, the maximum variance of effective saturation, however, occurs far away from the 

center and at the side of upper boundary. 

4. For an impervious boundary, the maximum variances of both hand s occur at the 

boundary. As the location moves away from the boundary, the variances of hand s decrease 

slowly and reach their minimum values at the center of the domain. This demonstrates that 

impervious boundaries act to increase the variability of hand s at their vicinity. 
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5. In general, the variabilities of h and s are larger in bounded domains than those in 

infinite domains at the same hydraulic condition and the same level of heterogeneity of the 

media, except for the variance of h at the locations close to the constant head boundaries. 

It should be pointed out that when investigating the effects of boundary on the 

variability of hand s, the flow domain should be a half plane bounded by only one boundary 

(constant head or impervious boundary), as in the analysis of groundwater flow done by 

Rubin and Dagan (1988, 1989). In this study, when the effects of constant head boundaries 

are examined, the effects of impervious boundary also exist, and vice verse. It is just assumed 

that the effects of constant head boundaries (or impervious boundaries) are constant when the 

effects of impervious boundaries (or constant head boundaries) are examined, by changing 

the location along x (or y) direction. 
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Fig. 5.1 (a) Auto correlation function of head and effective saturation 
(mean head=-2.0m, 0:=1.0, 0:=0.25, and r=1.0/m) 
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Chapter(j 

A MULTIVARIATE GEOSTATISTICAL INVERSE TECHNIQUE 

FOR VARIABLY SATURATED FLOW IN THE VADOSE ZONE 

6.1 Introduction 

93 

Geostatistical methods have been widely used in the mining industry to evaluate ore 

deposits. There are a number of books and review articles on this topic in great detail 

(Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989; and Cressie, 1991). Simply 

speaking, it is a mathematical interpolation and extrapolation technique which uses the spatial 

correlations of the data set to estimate the variable properties (expected values and variances) 

at unsampled locations. It generally consists of two steps: estimation of (cross-) covariance 

functions and (co-) kriging. Kriging is an approach to estimate the unknown variable using 

weighted linear combinations of the observed values at the sample locations. The weights are 

determined so that the estimation is unbiased and has minimum variance. Kriging retains the 

observed values at the sample locations and the kriging variances at the sample locations are 

zero. So kriging is also a special type of conditional expectation. In subsurface hydrology, 

kriging is generally found to be useful in the case where only a limited amount of observed 

hydraulic conductivity data is available (Clifton and Neuman, 1982). 

Cokriging, based on the same principle, uses the spatial cross-correlations of two or 

more secondary variables, in addition to the auto-correlations of the primary variable itself, 

to estimate the primary variable at unsampled locations. This method has been found 
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increasing use in hydrology and soil science (Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1984; Ahmed and 

Marsily, 1987; Yates and Warrick, 1987; and Gutjahr and Wilson, 1989). Cokriging is best 

suited for situations where estimates of a difficult-to-sample (or costly to sample, such as 

saturated hydraulic conductivity, and pore-size distribution coefficient) variable are required, 

when there exists one or more auxiliary variables which is/are easier or less costly to obtain 

(such as soil-water pressure head, moisture content), which must be correlated with the 

primary variable. Theoretically, there should be an overall improvement in the quality of 

estimates based on cokriging because extra infonnation from auxiliary variables is used. 

Additionally, there is a potential for increasing the sampling efficiency with the use of 

cokriging. The quality of the estimates of primary variables is improved by transferring the 

spatial infonnation of auxiliary variables to primary variable through the cross-correlation. 

The cross-covariance and covariance functions may be obtained either by statistical analysis 

of the observed data set (generally a large number of samples are needed for calculation of 

cross-covariance and covariance functions) or by theoretical analysis of stochastic governing 

equation (spectral analysis, see chapter 2), or by the first-order Taylor series approximation 

and the adjoint sensitivity analysis (see chapter 5). 

For unsaturated flow through heterogeneous porous media described by Richards' 

equation and incorporating Gardner-Russo model (equations 2-2 to 2-4), random variables 

include: saturated hydraulic conductivity ~ pore-size distribution coefficient «, soil-water 

pressure head tjr, and effective saturation 9. In general, the sampling of saturated hydraulic 

conductivity K,. and pore-size distribution coefficient « are very difficult and very costly, 
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especially for the pore-size distribution coefficient a. On the other hand, information about 

flow processes such as soil-water pressure head and water content data sets can be collected 

more easily with less cost in most cases. A tensiometer is generally used for sampling the soil

water pressure head in the field, and a neutron probe or IDR (Time Domain Reflectometry) 

may be used for measuring the water content. Thus the effective saturation can be obtained 

by obtaining the residual water content and saturated water content in the laboratory. As a 

result, it seems logical to take the advantage of the abundance of the information about flow 

processes to improve the estimates of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K" and pore-size 

distribution coefficient a. 

Until now, little attention has been given to the application of cokriging technique to 

the unsaturated flow in the estimation of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters, and 

no application has been found for using the effective saturation as a secondary variable in 

cokriging. In this chapter, attention will focus on the application of the cokriging technique 

for estimation of the spatial distribution of K" and a in unsaturated heterogeneous porous 

media. In this circumstance, not only l\I, but e as well, serve as the secondary variables. 

6.2 Multivariate Random Functions 

In stochastic analysis of unsaturated flow through heterogeneous porous media, the 

stochastic processes can be described probabilistically. Theoretically, a complete description 

of the spatial random fields of flow processes (l\I and 9) and unsaturated hydraulic 
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conductivity parameters (K. and a) requires joint probability density functions at each point 

in space. In practice, however, data to estimate these joint density functions will almost never 

be available. Hence, analysis is simplified by considering only the first and second moments 

of the joint density: the mean and the covariance. Correlations of flow processes, and cross 

correlations between flow processes and soil parameter processes, are described by 

covariance and cross-covariance functions which are directly associated with the second 

moment statistics. 

As addressed previously, under field conditions, soil-water pressure head ljr is a 

nonstationary random process, even under uniform flow conditions, because the flow domain 

is bounded and the ljr distribution has to satisfy the associated boundary conditions. Also the 

random process e controlled by ljr and a is nonstationary. Additionally, as shown in the 

governing flow equation (2-1) and Russo's effective saturation expression (2-3), the spatial 

relations between lnKso Ina, ljr, and e are nonlinear. Therefore, ln~ Ina, ljr, and (3 fields are 

not jointly normal, even though l~ and InC( are jointly normal. Theoretically speaking, the 

cokriging method may not be valid under these conditions due to the nonstationarity of ljr and 

e and the non-jointly-normal distribution of l~ Ina, ljr, and e. 

As shown in Chapter 5, if the perturbations of InK,. and inC( are relatively small, the 

first-order Taylor series approximation can be used to linearize the governing flow equation 

(2-1) and effective saturation expression (2-3), which implies that the relations between all 

these random variables can be regarded as linear approximately for small perturbations cases. 

As a result, under small perturbation conditions, if the random variables InK,. and Ina are 
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normally distributed, all the random variables InK. , Ina, tIT, and 9 can be taken as joint-

normally distributed even though both", and 9 are nonstationary and the cross-covariance 

functions and covariance functions related to '" and 9 processes are nonstationary. Hence 

under small perturbation conditions, the cokriging technique seems to be appropriate for the 

inverse problem of parameter identification for unsaturated flow. 

6.3 Geostatistical Inverse Technique 

6.3.1 Theory and Mathematical Formulations 

Assume that InK. and Ina are stochastic processes with means F(x)=E[I~] and 

A(x)=E[lna] and perturbations f(x) and a(x), respectively. Similarly, '" and 9 are also 

considered as stochastic processes that can be expressed as ",(x) = H(x) + hex) and 9(x) = 

Sex) + sex), where H(x) = E[",(x)] and Sex) = E[9(x)] are the means and hex) and sex) are 

the perturbations, respectively. Suppose we have a total of n r observed saturated hydraulic 

conductivities f(xJ, where i= 1,2, ... , nr , n. observed pore-size distribution coefficient 

a(x), where j = 1,2, ... , n. , n h soil-water pressure head measurements, h(xJ, where k = 

1, 2, ... ,nh, and n. sampled effective saturation sex I)' where I = 1, 2, ... , n •. We want 

to estimate f and a distributions in the whole domain. In stochastic concept, one desirable 

estimate is the fields of f and a that represent the realizations conditioned by the 

measurements. The other is the expected value of all possible realizations of the f and a fields 

that are also conditioned by the measurements (conditional means). Theoretically, the former 
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will have an infmite number of possibilities but the latter is unique. Here, the geostatistical 

inverse approach is intended to derive the conditional mean fields. 

Ifwe assume that the distributions of f, a, h, and s are jointly normal, the conditional 

mean estimates of f (x) and a(x) at unsampled locations Xo can be expressed by the linear 

combinations of the weighted observed values of f, a, h, and s (assuming f and a are spatially 

uncorrelated). 

(6-1) 

na nh n. 

Qeo(xcJ=EpajQ (x) + EQakh(xk)+ ERals(xl) 
j=1 k=1 1=1 

(6-2) 

In (6-1) and (6-2), feD and a CD are the cokriged values of f and a, respectively, at the 

unsampled location "0. P Ci , Q n, and R fI are cokriging coefficients for estimation of fwith 

respect to the measurements of ~ h, and s; and P aj , Q a1t' and RaJ are cokriging coefficients for 

the estimate of a with respect to the samples of a, h, and s, respectively. The i, j, k, and I are 

the indices for observed f, a, h, and s, respectively. These cokriging coefficients are selected 

in such a way that the estimations expressed by (6-1) and (6-2) will have the minimal 

variances, or 

E [(leo - 1*)2] = Minimun (6-3) 

E [( Qeo - Q *)2] = Minimun (6-4) 
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where f * and a* are the unknown true values of f and a at the unsampled location. 

Substituting (6-1) and (6-2) into the left hand sides of (6-3) and (6-4), respectively, 

the mean square error for the estimated value of f is 

(6-5) 

and the mean square error for the estimated value of a is 

n8 n8 na 

+ E E Rail Ra Iz C ss (x II'X I) + [a ·(X~]2 - 2~ Pap aa(XO'Xj ) 
II = 1 Iz = 1 J = 1 

(6-6) 

where err, en , c;, h , and e ... are the auto-covariance functions of f , a, h, and s, respectively, 
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and the others Cpq (p,q=f, a, h, or s) are the cross-covariance functions between p and q. 

Taking the derivatives of (6-5) and (6-6) with respect to the cokriging coefficients for 

estimates of f and a, respectively, and setting the resultants to zero, thus the mean square 

errors in (6-5) and (6-6) are minimized. As a result, two sets of the cokriging system of 

equations are produced. The cokrigiog system of equations for ~lculating the cokriging 

coefficients related to estimation of saturated hydraulic conductivity, P fi , Qfk' and Rn, are 

n, nh n. 

L P,P,,(xi,xm;}+ L Q'kC'h(xi, xmk)+ L R,P,s(xi,xm/ ) =C,,(xi, xo) 
mi=l mk=l ml=l 
~ nh ~ 

L P,Ph!-Xk,Xm)+ E Q,kChh(Xk,Xmk )+ L R,Phs(xk,xm/)=Ch/xk'xO) (6-7) 
mi=l mk=l ml=l 
~ nh ~ 

L P,Ps/x1,Xmi)+ L Q,kCsh(X/,Xmk )+ L R,Pss(x1,Xm/ ) = Cs/x1,XO) 
mi=l mk=l ml=l 

The co kriging coefficients associated with estimation of pore-size distribution 

parameter, P ai , Qak and RaJ , can be derived by solving another system of equations: 

no nh n. 

L PaPaa (Xj,Xm) + L QakCah(Xj,Xmk)+ L RaPas(xj,xm/) =Caa (xj,xo) 
mj=l mk=l ml=l 
no nh n. 

L PaPha (Xk,Xmj)+ L QakChh(Xk'Xmk )+ L RaPhs(Xk'Xm/) =Cha (Xk,XO) (6-8) 
mj=l mk=l ml=l 

na nh n. 

L PaPsa(X1'Xmj)+ L QakCsh(X1'Xmk)+ L RaPss(x/,xm/) = Csa(X/,XO) 
mj=l mk=l ml=l 

In this way, the estimates offand a will have the minimum mean square errors. Notice 

that all cokriging coefficients depend on the unsampled locations Xo because the right hand 

sides of (6-7) and (6-8) are functions of locations Xo- In addition, these estimates are unbiased. 
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It can be shown by taking the expectation of equation (6-1) and (6-2), 

(6-9) 

ng ~ ~ 

E[aco(xJ] = LPajE[a (x)] + E QIlkE[h(xJ] +LRaIE[S(X/)] =0 
j=1 k=1 1=1 

(6-10) 

These estimated f and a fields are relatively smooth. The cokriging variances 

associated with these estimates are given by, 

n, nh n. 

'IJ,=C,,(xo' xo) - Ep,;Cff(x;, xo) - E Q'kC,h(Xk, xo) - ER,,c,s(x,, xo) (6-11) 
;=1 k=1 1=1 

ng nh n. 

'IJa =Caa (XO' XO) - L PajCaa (Xj' XO) - E QakCah(Xk, XO) - ERaICas(X" Xo) (6-12) 
• j=1 k=1 1=1 

where 'IJ rand 'IJ a denote the cokriging variance of InK. and In<< estimates, respectively. 

Theoretically, if all the variables are jointly normal, the above approach should 

produce the conditional mean estimates and conditional variances. Using Monte Carlo 

simulation, Yeh (1989) showed that under one-dimensional steady-state infiltration h is 

normally distributed. Harter and Yeh (1995a) demonstrated that under two-dimensional flow 

conditions, hand/and a are likely to be jointly normal. However, their results were derived 

from numerical simulations of uniform flow in random porous media; the validity of these 

results remains to be tested in the field. To be conservative, these estimates are said to be 
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approximate conditional mean fields and variances. 

6.3.2 Covariance Functions and Cross-covariance Functions 

In order to determine the cokriging coefficients in (6-7) and (6-8), all of the a uto- and 

cross-covariance functions of the random variables f, a, h, and s (perturbation parts of In~ 

Ina, tIr, and 9) must be known. The auto-covariance functions off and a fields, in general, can 

be estimated from the field data set. The cross-covariance functions of f, a, h, and s, and the 

auto-covariance functions of hand s for unsaturated flow can be obtained either by: (1) 

statistical analysis of the observed data set or results from Monte Carlo simulations; (2) the 

first-order perturbation approximation of stochastic flow governing equation via spectral

perturbation technique (e.g., Yeh et al. 1985 a and b ; and Harter and Yeh, 1995a); or (3) the 

combination C?f the first-order Taylor series approximation of flow equation and the adjoint 

sensitivity analysis (e.g., Dettinger and Wilson, 1981; Hoeksema andKitanidis, 1984). 

Statistical analysis of the sampled data requires a large number of samples of f, a, h, 

and s in order to estimate the cross-covariance and covariance functions. The estimated 

functions may not, however, be positive definite, and this can cause numerical problems in 

solving (6-7) and (6-8). Functions derived from Monte Carlo simulations also suffer from the 

same mathematical difficulties. On the other hand, the covariance and cross-covariance 

functions derived from the spectral analysis are free from this problem but they are limited to 

infinite flow domains (without the effects of boundaries) as well as stationary random 
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processes (average uniform flow). To alleviate the above mentioned problems associated with 

the statistical analysis of data sets and with the spectral technique, the first-order Taylor series 

approximation and the adjoint sensitivity analysis are employed in this study. 

As described in chapter 5, this method linearizes the governing flow equation and 

performs the sensitivity analysis at the mean fields of InK. and In«. The nonstationarity of 

flow processes and the effects of boundaries are considered in the sensitivity analysis and are 

transferred to the covariance and cross covariance functions related to the flow processes. 

Hence these covariance and cross covariance functions behave in a nonstationary way. That 

is, they may vary with the locations and are not necessarily functions of separation distance 

only. Similar to the spectral representation approach, the first-order approximation inherent 

in this numerical approach limits the analysis to cases where the variations of the soil 

parameters are small. 

6.4 Numerical Experiments 

As mentioned previously, detailed characterization of the vadose zone is a difficult and 

expensive task. Consequently, few field experiments have been conducted which provide 

sufficient data sets for testing inverse models. As a result, we have to rely on numerical 

experiments to test the geostatistical inverse approach. The numerical experiments involved 

steady-state flow in a 7x7 meters vertical plane of a hypothetical vadose zone. The left and 

right boundaries of the flow domain are defined as impermeable boundaries, the lower 
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boundary 5 considered as a prescribed head boundary, while the upper boundary condition 

varied for different flow scenarios. The flow domain is discretized uniformly into a 35x35 

finite elements with dx=dy=20 cm. Each element is assigned a saturated hydraulic 

conductivity value and a pore-size distribution coefficient value created from a random field 

generator (Gutjahr, 1989), with a modified form of the Whittle spectrum (spectrum A, 

anOOtropic case, Mizell et ai, 1982). The variances of InK,. and variances of Ina are taken as 

1.0 and 0.1, respectively, while the mean value of InK,. is given as -4.0 and the mean value of 

Ina 5 0.0. The correlation scales fur both ~ and Ina are set to be 100 cm and 300 cm in the 

vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. Once the hypothetical vadose zone is 

generated, a finite element model (Yeh et al., 1993) 5 used to solve the primary flow problem 

to obtain the soil-water pressure head and effective saturation fields. These InK,., Ina, ljI, and 

e fields are then regarded as the real-world analogues (true fields) where measurements of 

these parameters are taken. Sixteen InK,. and Ina values (nr = n. =16) were sampled at a 4x4 

uniform grid over the entire domain and serve as the primary information. The secondary 

information, soil-water pressure head values, were then taken from a 10xl0 uniform grid, 

resulting in a total of 100 soil-water pressure head measurements (nb =100). Similarly, a total 

of81 sampled effective saturation values (n.s =81) were obtained from a 9x9 uniform sampling 

grid. 

Numerical experiments were performed for different flow cases (uniform and 

nonuniform flow) and different saturation conditions (wet soil and dry soil). As known, the 

degree of the nonlinearity of Richards' equation depends upon the wetness of the soils. As 
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degree of the nonlinearity of Richards' equation depends upon the wetness of the soils. As 

the soil becomes less saturated, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity becomes smaller, and 

the uncertainty of the log unsaturated conductivity becomes larger. Thus, the uncertainty of 

the soil-water pressure head also becomes larger. Figure 6.1 shows the unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity versus soil-water pressure head relationship with Gardner's exponential model. 

Three flow cases, Case 1 (nonunifonn flow A), Case 2 (nonunifonn flow B), and Case 3 

(unifonn flow), associated with different upper boundary conditions, were considered here. 

In Case 1, the lower boundary is set to be water table, the central ten nodes of the upper 

boundary are constant heads (-100, -300, and -500 cm) while the remaining parts are no flux 

boundary. Since the mean soil-water pressure head varies in the domain, the mean gradient 

changes with location. As a result, the h, and s fields are nonstationary (Yeh et ai., 1985a). 

Figures 6.2 (a) and (b) show the hypotheticallnKa and Ina fields, respectively, for all flow 

cases. The true 1Jr field, streamlines, and e field for this case (with the upper boundary of -300 

cm pressure head) are shown in Figure 6.2 (c) and (d). 

In Case 2, the boundary conditions are the same as Case 1 except that the entire upper 

boundary was prescribed as constant head boundary. The mean soil-water pressure head field 

varies with depth. It becomes less negative as the location approaches the water table. Thus 

the hand s fields are nonstationary. In this case, three different prescribed head values (-100 

cm, -300 cm, and -500 cm) for the upper boundary condition were also considered. 

The upper boundary conditions in Case 3 were set to the same prescribed head values 

as the lower boundary conditions. As in the previous cases, three different prescribed head 
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in the domain with a hydraulic gradient of one (unit gradient case), except near the left and 

right no flow boundaries. Under these conditions, the hand s fields away from the boundaries 

are essentially stationary. 

For the above three flow cases, four different geostatistical estimation approaches are 

employed to estimate InK. and Inex fields. In Approach I, an ordinary kriging method using 

the primary information is employed. In Approach II, the cokriging technique using the soil-

water pressure head information in addition to the InK,. and Inex measurements is employed. 

The usefulness of effective saturation on the estimation of InK,. and Inex is then examined in 

Approach III. Finally, cokriging using both soil-water pressure head and effective saturation 

as auxiliary information is performed to evaluate the improvements in the estimates in 

Approach IV. 

To assess the performance of each approach under different flow conditions and 

different saturations of the media, two quantitative measures are used. The first is the mean 

square error, 

(6-13) 

where Yoi and Yei are the observed and estimated parameter values (I~ and lnex) at the i-th 

element, respectively. N is the total number of elements of the flow domain. The second is 

the (co)kriged variances in (6-11) and (6-12) which evaluates the ability of each approach in 

reducing the prediction variances in the ensemble sense. 
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6.5 Results and Discussion 

6.5.1 Results of Numerical Experiments 

Figure 6.3 illustrateS the contour maps of the estimated inK. and Ina: fields of Case 1 

(H=-300 em at the upper boundary) by the four different approaches, and Figure 6.4 shows 

the scatter plots of these estimated values versus true values of 10K. and Ina:. As expected, the 

kriged IDKa and Ina: fields based on the primary information only are much smoother than the 

true 10K. and Ina: fields (Figures 6.2 a and b) while the fields produced by the approaches 

using both primary and secondary information are more irregular and more close to the real

world analog. While these figures provide a visual evaluation of the performance of the four 

approaches, Tables 6.1 through 6.3 tabulate the quantitative assessment of their 

performances. The first rows of these tables list the values of the mean square errors and the 

estimation variances for estimated IDKa and Ina: fields based on kriging (Approach I). The 

percentage of the improvement due to the use of different secondary information is listed in 

the other rows of the tables. This percentage represents the difference between the result of 

Approach I and the others (Approaches II, III, and IV) normalized by the result of Approach 

I. A positive value implies improvement and a negative value denotes deterioration. 

According to these tables, the geostatistical inverse approach, in general, provides better 

estimates than ordinary kriging in terms of the performance measures. The mean square errors 

of the InK. and Ina: fields by the inverse model are always smaller than those of ordinary 

kriging. Similarly, the estimation variances of the InK. and Ina: fields from the inverse 
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approach are less than those of ordinary kriging. Both Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 demonstrate 

the improvement on the estimation of InK,. and Ina by the use of secondary information of 

both hand s. 

More specifically, Approach II, using the secondary information soil-water pressure 

head, h, improves the estimation of InK. in aU cases but the improvement decreases as the soil 

becomes drier. The impact ofh on the estimation of Ina is smaller than that on the estimation 

of In~ under wet conditions, but the impact becomes larger as the soil becomes less 

saturated. Using the information of effective saturation, s, Approach III dramatically enhances 

the estimation of In«, especially in the relatively dry soils. Under wet conditions (e.g., H= -

100 cm) the improvement due to the knowledge of s is not significant because some areas of 

the soil profile are saturated and the effective saturation no longer depends on the value of 

Ina. The effectiveness of Approach III on the estimation of In~ drops rapidly as the value of 

H becomes more negative. For all the cases, Approach IV using both the primary (f and a) 

and secondary information (h and s) performs much better than the others. In general, the 

flow field (uniform or nonuniform) does not significantly affect the geostatistical inverse 

approach. 

6.5.2 Explanation and Discussion 

The above numerical results are directly related to the cross-correlation between the 

primary and secondary information. To gain some insights into the behavior of the cross-
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correlation, analytical expressions of the cross-correlation functions between f and h, and a 

and h are derived. Since two-dimensional analytical results are difficult to obtain, the analysis 

assumes that the flow is one-dimensional steady state flow under unit-mean-gradient 

conditions. Using the spectral/perturbation approach (Yeh et ai., 1985), the analytical 

expression for the cross-correlation function between f and h is 

<-1)[ AA ~l e .\ --
(AA+1) A (6-14) 

for ~>o. When ~<o, 

4A 2A2 } 
-(A-A---1)-2(-A-A-+1-) e<-AI~I) (6-15) 

Similarly, the cross-correlation function between a and h can be derived as 

(6-16) 

if~ > 0, and 

if ~ < o. where e is the separation distance, A is the correlation scale, and or and oa are the 
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standard deviation of ln~ and ln~ , respectively. 

If the soil is fully saturated (H and A = 0), the behavior of PIb is then similar to the 

two-dimensional result derived by Mizell et al. (1982), which is independent of the mean 

pressure head, and Pah becomes zero. It is interesting that under unsaturated conditions, the 

absolute value of PIb at any given separation distance decreases as the value ofH becomes 

more negative (6-14 and 6-15). That is, the drier the soil is, the smaller the correlation 

between f and h is. Subsequently, measurements of h do not improve the estimate of l~ 

under dry conditions. On the other hand, the absolute value of Pah increases as the soil 

becomes less saturated (6-16 and 6-17), thus measurements of h improve the estimate of ln~. 

As H becomes less negative (approaching zero) or the soil is near saturation, the cross

correlation between f and h increases, while the value of Pah drops. As a result, measurements 

ofh improve the estimate of ~ but not ln~. Formulas similar to (6-14) through (6-17) can 

also be derived for PCs and Pas to explain the results of Approach III. However, they are far 

more complex and will not be presented here. Plots of cross-correlation functions, Pah' PCb 

, Pes and Pas, in the horizontal (x) and and vertical (y) directions are shown in Figures 2.3 and 

5.2 for uniform flow in an infinite domain and in a bounded domain, respectively, with mean 

soil-water pressure head H=-200 cm and -400 cm. In general, the cross-correlation value is 

higher in the direction of flow (vertically) than in the direction normal to the flow 

(horizontally). It should be pointed out that the errors associated with the first-order 

approximation of these cross-covariance functions become large when the head perturbation 

grows as soil becomes less saturated (Yeh, 1989). 
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As mentioned previously, the geostatistical inverse approach assumes linear 

relationships between the primary and secondary information variables. Under fully saturated 

conditions, the linear assumption is valid as long as the variability of the primary variable is 

small (Yeh et al., 1995). However, the validity of the assumption may be further limited in 

the case of variably saturated flow due to the additional nonlinearity in the unsaturated 

hydraulic conductivity and water release curves. Theoretically, we do not know how to 

quantify the error associated with this assumption. It is, however, our conjecture that if the 

nonlinearity is incorporated in our estimation technique, more detailed spatial distributions 

oflnKaand Ina fields can be revealed (see chapter 7). The linear assumption merely reduces 

the effectiveness of the secondary information. For depicting the general spatial patterns of 

InK,. and Ina fields, such a linear predictor serves as a useful and practical tool, as 

demonstrated in these numerical examples. 

6.6 Conclusions 

Based on the results of the study in this chapter, it is found that the cokriging 

technique using soil-water pressure head and effective saturation as secondary variables 

generally provides a much better estimation of InK,. and Ina fields than the kriging approach 

which uses information of primary variables InK,. and Ina only. The estimated ~ and Ina 

fields from kriging technique is much smoother than those from cokriging approach, which 

means more detailed information of true lnKa and Ina fields is revealed through the utilization 
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of secondary information of soil-water pressure head and effective saturation. Information of 

soil-water pressure head can improve the estimation of InK. in all cases but the improvement 

decreases as the soil becomes less saturated. Its impact on the estimation of Ina is greater than 

that on the estimation of InK. under wet conditions, but becomes larger as the soil becomes 

drier. Using the information of effective saturation can dramatically enhance the estimation 

of Ina in the relatively dry soils. This improvement, however, is small under wet conditions. 

The effectiveness of using effective saturation on the estimation of InK. drops as the soils 

become less saturated. The flow field (uniform or nonunifonn) does not affect this 

geostatistical inverse approach significantly. 

It appears that this geostatistical inverse approach is a promising tool for delineating 

detailed spatial distnbution of unsaturated hydraulic heterogeneities. The estimates from this 

inverse approach are better than those derived from kriging based on the primary infonnation 

only. Further, the results indicate that the degree of improvement on the estimates using either 

h or s will depend upon the wetness of the soil. This characteristic is different from that of the 

geostatistical inverse problem in the aquifers. Finally, the usefulness of this approach under 

field conditions remains to be investigated. Carefully designed field experiments are needed. 
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Table 6.1, Cokriging Results of Nonuniform Flow A (Case 1) 

Head (cm) Approach MSElnK. MSElnu ElnK. Elnu 

I (f,a) 0.3570 0.0454 0.4063 0.0406 

II (f,a,h) 45% 35% 41% 10% 
H= -100 III (f,a,s) 36% 46% 15% 36% 

IV (f,a,h,s) 65% 71% 50% 47% 

II (f,a,h) 19% 46% 31% 18% 
H= -300 III (f,a,s) 4% 72% 3% 46% 

IV (f,a,h,s) 34% 83% 47% 50% 

II (f,a,h) 10% 41% 26% 21% 
H= -500 III (f,a,s) 1% 78% 0.5% 49% 

IV (f,a,h,sl 12% 80% 45% 50% 

* H is the constant soil-water pressure on the central part of the upper boundary 
* * % values indicate the improvement based on Approach I (kriging using primary 

information only) 

Table 6.2, Cokriging Results of Nonuniform Flow B (Case 2) 

Head (cm) Approach MSElnK. MSElnu E InK. Elnu 

I (f,a) 0.3570 0.0454 0.4063 0.0406 

II (f,a,h) 55% 17% 48% 3% 
H= -100 III (f,a,s) 62% 28% 30% 23% 

IV (f,a,h,s) 71% 33% 52% 42% 

II (f,a,h) 11% 53% 34% 15% 
H= -300 III (f,a,s) 9% 73% 5% 45% 

IV (f,a,h,s) 49% 85% 49% 50% 

II (f,a,h) 5% 40% 27% 22% 
H= -500 III (f,a,s) 1% 78% 1% 48% 

IV (f,a,h,s) 22% 83% 47% 50% 
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Table 6.3, Cokriging Results of Uniform Flow (Case 3) 

Head (cm) Approach MSElnK. MSElnu ElnK. Elnu 

I (f,a) 0.3570 0.0454 0.4063 0.0406 

II (f,a,h) 57% 10% 46% 4% 
H= -100 III (f,a,s) 61% 30% 30% 26% 

IV (f,a,h,s) 77% 41% 52% 43% 

II (f,a,h) 6% 50% 26% 23% 
H= -300 III (f,a,s) 34% 74% 10% 41% 

IV (f,a,h,s) 62% 85% 47% 50% 

II (f,a,h) -17% 53% 14% 35% 
H= -500 III (f,a,s) 19% 74% 4% 45% 

IV(f,a,h,s) 35% 78% 43% 52% 
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Fig. 6.1 LogK - 'ljJ relationship of Gardner's exponential 

model (if,=1.0, o!=0.1, and r=1.0/m) 
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Chapter 7 

AN ITERATIVE STOCHASTIC INVERSE APPROACH FOR STEADY 

VARIABLY SATURATED FLOW IN HETEROGENEOUS SOILS 

7.1 Introduction 

Geostatistical based approaches (Kitanidis and Vomvoris, 1983; Hoeksema and 

Kitanidis, 1984; Dagan, 1985; Rubin and Dagan, 1987, and Gutjahr and Wilson, 1989) have 

received increasing attention in recent decades. The geostatistical approach to the inverse 

problem of parameter identification is based on the use of the cokriging estimation technique. 

Under variably saturated flow conditions, although lriK.. Ina, tJr, and 9 fields obtained by 

classical cokriging are found to be reasonable (see chapter 6), one major problem is that these 

IDKa, Ina, tJr, and e fields are generally inconsistent. In other words, if InK", Ina, and tJr fields 

are obtained in terms of classical cokriging (without solving the governing flow equation), the 

resulting velocity field will produce serious mass balance problems. This is clearly undesirable 

for solute transport modeling under subsurface environments. On the other hand, if the 

classically cokriged InKs and Ina fields are employed to solve the governing flow equation 

(2-1b), the resulting numerical solution oftJr and thus 9 are generally not consistent with their 

observed values at sample locations. This has been observed in conditional simulations of 

steady state flow in heterogeneous, variably saturated porous media by Harter (1993) where 

the numerically simulated soil-water pressure head may be quite different from its sampled 

values, especially in highly heterogeneous porous media. This inconsistency problem becomes 
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more serious as the heterogeneity of the soil increases or as the soil becomes drier, and it still 

exists even in the case where the measurement networks for ob;erved InK., Ina, lJr, and e are 

quite dense (Harter, 1993). 

The inconsistency problem mentioned above may result from several sources. The 

most major source comes, however, from the flISt-order linearizations of the governing flow 

equation (2-1b) and Russo's effective saturation expression (2-3) in deriving the covariance 

and cross-covariance functions of~ Ina, $, and 9 (see Chapter 4). The relations between 

those variables are obviously nonlinear. The linearized relations, being based on small 

perturbation theory, are valid only if unconditional variances of InK,. and Ina are relatively 

small. Because of the nonlinearity in the flow equation and the effective saturation expression, 

both lJr and 9 wiII not be normal, thus ~ Ina, lJr, and 9 will not be jointly normal 

(multivariate normal), even if both InK,. and Ina (or InK,. and a) are normally distributed. So 

the classical cokriging technique is not justified unless all perturbations in InK,., Ina, lJr, and 

9 are small enough that they can be taken as approximately jointly normal. Otherwise, biased 

estimates in InK,. and Ina will occur. This discrepancy will become larger as the nonlinearity 

of flow equation and/or effective saturation expression becomes stronger, as in the case of 

drier soil, larger mean value of Ina, or large variances of InK,. and Ina. To overcome this 

problem, Gutjahr et aL (1994) developed an iterative co-conditional simulation approach, and 

Yeh et aL (1995) proposed an iterative cokriging-Iike method which combines the cokriging 

and numerical flow model. Both of these have their theoretical problems. 

In addition to the above-mentioned inconsistency problem associated with cokriging 
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technique, Dietrich andNewsam (1989) reported the instability problem in the geostatistical 

approach to aquifer transmissivity identification. They pointed out that as the amount of 

available data increases, and as the discretization is refined, both the numerically ill

conditioned parameter estimation problem and the ill-conditioned cokriging equation may 

result. To avoid this problem, addition of error term to the cokriging equation is suggested, 

but the addition of such an error term, as they pointed out, may result in loss of information 

of spatial correlation to some extent. 

To alleviate the inconsistency described above, an iterative stochastic inverse method 

is developed. It is based on successive linear approximations which incorporate the 

information on flow regimes (lJr and e) of numerical simulations into the estimation process 

(cokriging) of ~ and Ina fields. Like classical cokriging, this iterative approach also uses 

a best, linear, unbiased estimator (BLUE) that depends upon the covariance and cross

covariance functions of ~, Ina, lJr, and e . After classical cokriging, the cokriged ln~ and 

Ina fields are used to solve the governing flow equation, and the differences between 

observed lJr and e and numerically obtained lJr and e are derived at their sample locations. In 

addition, the error (residual) covariances and cross-covariances of ~, Ina, 1jr, and e are 

evaluated based on cokriged ln~ and Ina fields through a first-order approximation and an 

adjoint sensitivity analysis. The linear estimator is then improved by the error covariances and 

cross-covariances and the obtained differences between observed and simulated 1jr and 9, in 

an iterative manner. In this way, the differences between observed and simulated 1jr and 9 at 

the sample locations will become smaller progressively as the iteration proceeds. As a result, 
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not only do the final estimated InK., Ina, 1\1, and e fields satisfy the governing flow equation 

and Russo's effective saturation expression, but are consistent with their observed values at 

all sample locations as well. 

7.2 Inconsistency Problem of Classical Geostatistical Inverse Method 

The goal of the proposed iterative inverse method is to generate InK", Ina, 1\1, and e 

fields that not only preserve their observed values at all sample locations, but satisfy their 

underlined statistical properties (i.e., mean and covariance ... ) as well. In addition to this, 

the generated ~ Ina, 1\1, and e fields are required to satisfy the governing flow equation 

(2-1b) and Russo's effective saturation expression (2-3). In the conditional probability 

concept, sllch InK,&, InC(, 1\1, and e fields are j~\St one conditional realization in the resemble, 

and many IJO.Ssible realizations of such conditional fields exist. This stochastic model of 

inverse problem is intended to derive the mean fields of all possible conditional realizations, 

not each individual conditional realization. 

Consider the InK" and Ina of a heterogeneous porous medium to be stationary 

stochastic processes, with the constant means, F=E[lnK,,] and A=E[lna], and the zero-mean 

perturbations f(x) and a(x), respectively. The corresponding soil-water pressure head and 

effective saturation are given by 1\1(x)=H(x)+h(x) and e (x)=S(x)+s(x), where H(x)=E[1\1(x)] 

and S(x)=E[9(x)] are their means, and h(x) and s(x) are their perturbations, respectively. 

Suppose we have nr observed saturated hydraulic conductivities f(xJ, where i=l, 2, ... , nr, 
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n. OOOelVed pore-size distnbution coefficient a(x j), where j = 1,2, •.. ,n., n h sampled soil-

water pressure head h(xJ, where k = 1, 2, . .. ,n h , and n. sampled effective saturation s(x~, 

where 1= 1,2, ... ,n.. The cross-covariance functions between f, a, hand s and covariance 

functions of hand s are obtained by the first-order Taylor series approximation and adjoint 

sensitivity analysis. The cokriged InK. and Ina fields (or f and a fields) are obtained by the 

classical geostatistical technique (see Chapter 6). 

After conventional cokriging, the cokriged InK. and Ina fields are used to solve the 

two-dimensional steady state flow equation (2-4), 

(7-1) 

with the specified boundary conditions. The numerically obtained tjI is guaranteed to satisfy 

the flow equation and boundary conditions. This tjI, however, is an approximation of mean 

head field, but is not necessarily equal to the co-conditional mean head field, <tjle> (here 

subscript c denotes conditioned). To show this, the conditional random saturated hydraulic 

conductivity field and conditional random pore-size distnbution coefficient field are expressed 

as the sum of their conditional means (Fe and 1\, they are cokriged means and are not 

constants any more) and conditional perturbations: (InK,;) e= F e(x) + fe(x) and (Ina) e= Ae(x) 

+ a Jx). In the same way, the conditional random head field can also be written as tjI e= He(x) 

+ hc(x). Using Gardner'S exponential model (2-2) in (7-1) yields, 
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(7-2) 

Substituting the conditional means and perturbations of InK., Ina, and", into (7-2). 

Notice that for the log-normally distnbuted field of pore-size distribution parameter, a e = exp 

[AJXj) +ac;(X;)]l:Iexp[AJXj)] [1+ac;(Xj)+0.5ae
2(x;) + ... ] . Taking the expectation of (7-2), and 

manipulating, the exact conditional mean flow equation can be obtained and written as, 

A 2 A 2 are c«O Sa +'''»H +e c«a +0 Sa +· .. )h >] 'c c c'c c+ 

aX2 
(7-3) 

A A 2 a[t. +e ch +e c(a +O.5a +''')(H +h)] ah < c c c c c c ._c>=O 

ax. ax. 
I I 

A<; shown in (7-3), the true conditional mean fields of saturated hydraulic conductivity 

F c' pore-size distribution coefficient A e , and soil-water pressure head H e do not satisfy the 

flow equation (7-2), and He is not equivalent to '" in (7-2), unless the sum of the last three 

terms in (7-3) equals to zero. The sum of the last three terms in (7-3) is zero only under two 

particular conditions: 1) all of the soil-water pressure head and Ina values are observed in the 
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flow domain since the conditional perturbation field h e(x) and a e(x) are zeros everywhere, 

or 2) all of the InK. and Ina values are observed (thus all of the soil-water pressure head 

values can be determined and he is zero everywhere). Under these conditions, the head field 

is a true co-conditional head field. Even the sum of the last three terms in (7-3) equals zero, 

however, the cokriged InK s field is not warranted to be truly the co-conditional mean field 

Fe' Cokriged lnK,. will be the co-conditional mean field Fe if and only if the cokriged InKs and 

Ina fields the true conditional head field (known everywhere) satisfy the flow equation (7-2). 

In addition, if (lnKJ e k and (Ina) c k are classically cokriged InK;. and Ina fields based on all 

head values and incomplete observed lnK,. and Ina data set, the head field tjT derived from (7-

2) by using this (lnKJ ck and (Ina) ck fields should not be equal to ij or the observed head 

field. This is due to the fuct that classical cokriging is based on the assumed linear relationship 

between ~ a, h, and s (perturbation part of effective saturation), and since (InK,.) ck and (Ina) 

ck are only approximated co-conditional mean fields. To derive the true co-conditional mean 

field of ~ Ina, and tjT fields, the nonlinearity between InK;. , Ina, and tjT must be included. 

Furthermore, in cases where observed data sets of l~ Ina, and tjT are incomplete, the exact 

conditional mean flow equation (7-4) and the exact co-conditional mean fields of InK. and 

Ina, Fe and A.:, have to be used in the inverse model. 

Since we do not have a way to evaluate the last three terms (second and higher order 

terms) in (7-4), we would be forced to neglect them. To remedy this problem, an iterative 

linear estimation method for tackling the nonlinear relations between ~ Ina, and tjT is 

developed. In addition, like classical cokriging, the information of effective saturation 9 is 
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also used in this method for the estimation of InK. and Ina fields. 

7.3 Iterative Stochastic Inverse Algorithm 

7.3.1 Successive Linear Estimator 

The goal of this iterative approach is to obtain the co-conditional mean InKs, Ina, tIr, 

and e fields which not only honor the measured values at their sample locations, but also 

satisfy governing flow equation and Russo's effective saturation expression. To accomplish 

this goa~ a successive linear estimator to improve InK,. and Ina fields is developed. The new 

InK,. and Ina fields are estimated by using the differences between the numerically obtained 

tIr and e based on previously obtained InK,. and Ina fields and their observed values at the 

sample locations to conduct cokriging in an iterative manner. The covariances and cross-

covariances used in this iterative method are for the residuals of InK,., Ina, tIr, and 9, and can 

be evaluated through the first-order Taylor series approximation and an adjoint sensitivity 

analysis. Although the estimated InK,. , Ina, tIr, and e fields are not the true co-conditional 

means, they may be called the effective co-conditional fields in the sense they satisfy the 

governing flow equation and Russo's effective saturation expression. The formulas for 

iterative cokriging are given by 

nh n. 

y?T1)(xJ=y~r)(xJ+ L Ak(XJ[tIr;(xJ -tlrir)(xJ]+ LIlI(x,) [e;(x ,) -eV)(x,)] (7-4) 
k=1 1,,1 
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nh n. 

Z?+I)(X)=Z~r)(X)+ L 'ix.J[l\I;(x.J-l\I~r)(x.J]+ L TJ/(x/He;(x,) -9~r)(xl)] (7-5) 
k=1 1=1 

where yc(f) and 4,(r) are the estimates of conditional means of InK. and Ina, l\I* and 9* are the 

observed values of soil-water pressure head and effective saturation, 1jI(r) and 9(r) are the 

numerical solutions of soil-water pressure head and effective saturation based on the estimates 

of conditional means of InK. and Inet fields at current iteration; Xo is any location at which InK. 

and Ina are need to be estimated; x k and x I are the locations of observed soil-water pressure 

l\I* and observed effective saturation e*, respectively; and r is the iteration index ( r = 0, 1, 

2, ... ). At r = 0, Yc(O) and Zc(O) are the classically cokriged InK. and Inet fields, respectively. 

The residuals (errors) about the mean estimates ofln~and Inet are y and Z, (i.e., y=ln~-Yc 

and z = Ina - ZJ, respectively. Note that Y c' y, Z c' and z are different from F, f, A, and a 

which were previously defined. The Ak and III are the iterative cokriging coefficients for 

estimation of InK. with respect to l\I and e, and' k and 11 I are iterative cokriging coefficients 

for estimation of Inet with respect to l\I and e, respectively. The k and I are the indices for 

observed soil-water pressure l\I* and effective saturation e* (k = 1,2, ... , nb , 1=1,2, ... 

, nJ. These coefficients Ak' Ill' 'k' and 11 I are updated at every iteration by upgrading the 

residual auto- and cross-covariances of InK. , Inet, l\I, and 9 using the first-order Taylor series 

approximation and the adjoint sensitivity analysis. Yc and Zc were conditioned at their 

measurement locations at the very first cokriging (classical cokriging, r=0). Additionally, since 

the cross-covariances between y, h (h=l\I*- l\I(r», and s (s=9*- 9 (r», and Z, h, and s, that is, 
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~,Rys, R zh , and~, are zeros at the corresponding observed InK. and Ina locations, the 

cokriging coefficients A k and I-l I are zeros at the observed InK. locations, and' k and 11 I are 

zeros at the observed Ina locations, respectively. Subsequently, the estimated InK a and Ina 

are guaranteed to be consistent with their observed values throughout the iterations. In 

addition, the successive linear estimations are unbiased. It can be shown by taking expectation 

to (7-4) and (7-5), then 

nh n. 

E[y~r+1)] =E[Y!')] + E AkE[1\rZ -1\r?)] + E I-lIE[e; -eV)] =F (7-6) 
k=1 1=1 

nh n. 

E[Z~r+1)] =E[Z~r)] + E 'kE[1\rZ-1\rY)] + E 11{E[e; -eY)] =A (7-7) 
k=1 1=1 

The cokriging coefficients, Ak , P1 , , k' and 11 I depend upon the iteration. When the 

residual covariances and cross-covariances are known, they are chosen in such a way that the 

variances of estimated l~and Ina are guaranteed to be minimized at current iteration, or, 

(7-8) 

(7-9) 

where (InKJ* and (Ina)* are the true values of In.K;.and Ina, which are unknown. Substituting 

(7-4) and (7-5) into the left hand sides of (7-8) and (7-9), respectively, yields the mean square 

error of estimated InK.: 
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nh n. 

E{[(lnKy-y~+1)]2}=E{[(lnK.Y-Y~)-E i.r)(lJrZ-lJr1'»)-E.u~r)(e; -eV~]2} 
k=1 1=1 

(7-10) 

nh n. nh n. 
- 2 " i. (r) R (r) _ 2" lI(r) R (r) + 2" " i. (r)lI(r) R (r) 

L..." k yh L..." r I ys L..." L..." k r I hs 
k=1 1=1 k=1/=1 

and the mean square error of estimated Ina: 

nil n. 

E{[(lna)* _Z~+1)]2} =E{[(lna)* _Z~r) - E Ckr)(lJrZ -lJrkr») -E ,,~r)(e; -eV»)]2} 
k=l 1=1 

(7-11) 
nil nil n. n. 

=R (r) +" "r (r) C (r) R (r) +" "" (r)" (r) R (r) 
zz L..." L..." 'wk. k· hh L..." L..." 'II· 'II· ss 

k;=1 kj =l I J 1/=1 Ij =1 I J 

nil n. nil n. 
_ 2 " r(r) R (r) _ 2 " ,,(r) R (r) + 2" " r(r)" (r) R (r) 

L..." 'wk zh L..." 'II zs L..." L..." 'wk 'II hs 
k=1 1=1 k=1/=1 

where y<r), z!,r), h(r), and s(r) are the residuals representing the differences between the true fields 

and the estimated fields of~, Ina, 1\1, and e, respectively, Ryy , Ryh ' Rys' Rsz ' Rzh , Rss ' 

R hh' ~ , and Rh 6 are residual covariances and cross- covariances at each iteration, To 

minimize (7-10) and (7-11), take the partial derivative of (7-10) with respect to coefficients 
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I.. k and III , and take the partial derivative of (7-11) with respect to coefficients Ck and 11 I , 

respectively, and set the results equal to zeros. After some mathematical manipulation, the 

fullowing cokriging equations are obtained. For coefficients I.. k and III related to estimation 

of log saturated conductivity field InK., cokriging equations are 

k =12'" n " , h 

(7-12) 

1=12'" n " , s 

and fur coefficients C k and 11 I corresponding to estimation of pore-size distribution coefficient 

field Ina, cokriging equations are 

nh n. 
~ r(r)R (r)( ) ~ (r)R (r)( ) R (r)( ) 
L.J'wi hh xk,Xi +L.J 11j hs x/,Xj = zh xk'x 
i=1 j=1 

k=12 ... n " , h 

(7-13) 
nh n. 
~r(r)R(r)( )+~ (r)R(r)( )-R(r)( ) 
L.J 'wi hs X" Xi L.J 11j ss X" X. - zs X" X . . } 
1=1 J=1 

1= 12 ... n 
" 's 

where i and j are sub-indices fur k and I. All cokriging coefficients I.. k , III , , k , and 11 I can be 

determined by solving the cokrigiog equations (7-12) and (7-13) with the given residual cross-

covariance and covariance functions R yh' R ys , R zh' R 7JI' R hh' R h s' and R so' With all new 

cokrigiog coefficients I.. k' PI' , k' and 11 I' Yc and Z c can be updated by equations (7-4) and 

(7-5). 

As results of improving InK. and Ina fields by this iterative approach, the differences 

between numerical evaluated soil-water pressure head and effective saturation and their 
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observed values, or ("'* - tJr<r» and (9* - e (r», become smaller progressively, thus the values 

ofYc and ~ approach stable. In addition, the residual variances a/ and a/ (or the variances 

of the estimated IoK.and Inu fields) will gradually approach constants. These constant values 

should be greater than the variances of the cokriged fields but less than those of the true 

fields. To terminate the iteration process, the absolute differences in a / and a / between two 

successive iterations are evaluated at every iteration. If the differences are less than prescribed 

tolerances, the iteration stops. Otherwise, a new soil-water pressure head", field is obtained 

by solving flow equation (7-2) numerically based on the newly obtained Yc and Zc' and a new 

effective saturation field 9 is determined by Russo's expression based on newly solved", field 

and newly obtained Zc field. The residual covariances and cross-covariances functions Ryy , 

Rxz, Ryb ' Ry., Ru" ~,Rbb' Rbs ' and Rssare then evaluated (see next section). Equations (7-

12) and (7-13) are solved to obtained a new set of cokriging coefficients, and equations (7-4) 

and (7-5) are used to update Yc and Zc with the new soil-water pressure differences ("'* _ ",{r» 

and effective saturation differences (9* - 9 (r) ). These steps are repeated until the prescribed 

tolerances for variance differences of both Yc and Zc between two successive iterations are 

satisfied. A flow chart illustrating this iterative approach is shown in Figure 7.1. 

& mentioned above, the residual (cross-)covariance functions Ryb ' Rys , Rzb ' Rzs ' Rbb, 

Rbs , and R.. required in cokriging equations (7-12) and (7-13) have to be updated at every 

iteration. These residual (cross-) covariance functions depend upon the residual covariances 

Ryy and Rxz as well as mean fields of InK. and Inu. Ryy and Rzz can be calculated directly by the 

cokriging fonnula. When Ryy and Rxz are known, the residual (cross-) covariance functions 
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ofRyb' ~, Rm, Ra, Rhh , R ... , and Rill can be evaluated through the first-order Taylor series 

approximation and the adjoint sensitivity analysis. 

7.3.2 Residual Covariance and Cross Covariance Functions 

Similar to the evaluation of covariance and cross-covariance functions described in 

chapter 5, the residual covariance and cross-covariance functions Ryh ' Rys , Rzh , R zs' Rhh , Rho, 

and Rsscan be similarly determined if residual covariance functions R y y and Rz z are known. 

Based on a first-order analysis of the finite element flow equation, soil-water pressure head 

at the r-th iteration can be written as a first order Taylor series: 

(7-14) 

where g-represents equation (7-2). The first order approximation of the residual (or error) 

soil-water pressure head h (r) can be expressed as, 

(7-15) 

where J (h y) and J (h z) are the derivatives (or sensitivities) of soil-water pressure head with 

respect to InK s and Ina, respectively. These can be evaluated using an adjoint sensitivity 
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analysis subject to associated boundary conditions (see chapter 3). By using (7-15), the 

residual covariance of h (r) and residual cross-covariances between h (r) and y (r) , h (r) and z (r), 

can be detennined by (assuming IDKaand Ina are uncorrelated) 

R (r) t::S J (r) R (r) [J (r) ]T +J (r) R (r) [J (r) ]T 
hh (hy) yy (hy) (hz) zz (hz) 

R(r) t::SJ(r) R(r) 
yh (hy) yy (7-16) 

R (r) t::S J (r) R (r) 
zh (hz) zz 

where [J(hy) ]T and [J(hz)]T are the transpose of sensitivity matrices of J(hY) and J(hz) • 

In the same way, the sensitivities of effective saturation with respect to InKs and Ina 

at r-th iteration are defined as 

fer) _ as I(r) 
(sz) - a(lna) (Yc,Zc) (7-17) 

The residual covariance of effective saturation s (r) and residual cross-covariances 

between s (r) and y (r) S (r) and z (r) at r-th iteration can be expressed as , , , 

R(r) t::SJ(r) R(r)[J(r) ]T +J(r) R(r)[J(r)]T 
ss (sy) yy (sy) (sz) zz (sz) 

(7-18) 

and the residual cross-covariance between h (r) and s (r) is expressed as 
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R(r) ""J(r) R(r)[J(r) ]T +J(r) R(r) [J(r) ]T 
hs (sy) yy (hy) (3%) zz (hz) (7-19) 

Notice that the residual (cross-) covariance functions Ryh , Rys , Rzh , Rzs, R h h' R h s' 

and R .. depend not only upon the Jacobin matrices (sensitivity matrices) but upon residual 

covariance functions ofRyy and ~ as well. Ryy and ~ are the covariance functions of y and 

z (or residual covariances of lnKsand Ina), respectively. Following the standard cokriging 

procedure, they can be expressed as 

(7-20) 

(7-21) 

where Xo and x p are any locations in the domain (0 and p = 1,2, ... , M, and M is the total 

number of elements), and A k' #. , Ck ,and 11. are the weighting coefficients. Ryy and R.z in 

(7-20) and (7-21) becomes residual variances oflnKsand Ina, respectively, if Xo= xp • At 

iteration r=0, Ryy and ~z are the classically cokriged covariances of InKs and Ina and can be 

determined according to 

(7-22) 
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(7-23) 

where P fi , Q fk , and R rI are the classical cokriging coefficients for the estimation of I~, 

Paj , Qak' and Ral are the classical cokriging coefficients for estimation of Ina. Crr and Caa are 

unconditional covariances of InK s and Ina, which are assumed to be given. Cc h , C c s , Ca h' 

and Cas are the unconditional cross-covariances between InK,., Ina, tIT, and e which can be 

derived from a first-order analysis (see chapter 6). 

7.3.3 Stability Problems and Numerical Limitations 

The condition numbers of the cokriging matrix equations (7-12) and (7-13) of this 

iterative method can be extremely large if the number of measurements of soil-water pressure 

head and effuctive saturation is large. Truncation errors can thus be amplified, which may lead 

to instability in the estimation. To avoid this problem, the pseudo transient approach 

employed for nonlinear numerical problems described by Fletcher (1988) is applied to this 

iterative method. It is based on the idea that the convergence radium can be increased by 

diagonalizing the matrix (making the matrix more diagonally dominated) at the cost of 

lowering the convergence rate. In this way the condition number of the cokriging matrix is 

decreased, thus decreasing the error of the solution to the cokriging matrix equation. In this 
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iterative approach, two positive relaxation terms, e and v, associated with 1Jr and e, are added 

to the diagonals of the matrices in (7-12) and (7-13) during every iteration. 

For coefficients At and Jlt associated with saturated conductivity field, the cokriging 

equations (7-12) becomes, 

nit n. 

E AjRhh(Xk' x) + E IljRhs(x l, Xj) +eAk=Ryh(Xk, x) 
j=1 j=1 

k=12"· n " , h 

(7-24) 
nit n. 

E AjRhs(XI'X) + E IljRsS<XI,Xj)+VIlI=Rys(xl'X) 
j=1 j=1 

1= 12 .. • n " , s 

and for coefficients, k and 11 I associated with pore-size distribution coefficient field, the 

cokriging equations (7-13) becomes, 

nit n. 

E ,;Rhh(xk, x) + E 11j Rhs(x" Xj) +e'k=Rz"(xk, x) 
;=1 j=1 

k=12 ... n 
" 'h 

(7-25) 
nit n. 

E 'jR"s(xl, x) + E 11jRss(X" Xj) + V11 I =Rzs(xl, x) 
;=1 j=1 

1=12 ... n 
" 's 

In genera~ large values of e and v reduce the condition numbers of the matrices and 

slow down the convergence rate but increase the convergence radius. On the other hand, 

small values of these relaxation terms can lead to a rapid convergence when the iteration 

converges, or may results in numerical instability and in tum the divergence of the solution 

in the cases of highly heterogeneous media or in cases where a large number of observations 

are used in the inverse method. In this approach, the e and v values are assigned dynamically. 

They are set to be prescribed fractions of the maximum values of Rbh (x t ,x J and R ... (x I ,x J 
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at every iteration. Since the values of R hh (x k' x J and R IS (x I' X ~ decrease as the iteration 

proceeds, the values of e and v decrease correspondingly. It should be pointed out that these 

terms do not represent the measurement errors used in cokriging by Dietrich andNewsam 

(1989) but merely a numerical technique to control the numerical instability. 

As the relaxation term is added to the diagonal of the cokriging matrix, this changes 

the residual covariance functions of soil-water pressure head and effective saturation to some 

extent. This change leads to the loss of some information on the spatial correlations between 

soil-water pressure, effective saturation, saturated hydraulic conductivity, and the pore-size 

distribution pammeter. The resulting estimation coefficients in (7-12) and (7-13) change 

correspondingly, and in turn, the updated residual covariance functions of saturated hydraulic 

conductivity and pore-size distribution parameter in (7-20) and (7-21) change also. In 

addition, all residual covariance and cross covariance functions are derived based on first

order approximation. In this sense, the whole iteration process is an approximation procedure. 

Since adjoint sensitivity analysis is used to evaluate the sensitivity of soil-water 

pressure head with respect to InK 8 and Ina, and the first-order approximation is used for 

updating the residual covariances and cross covariances by using (7-16), (7-18) and (7-19), 

all the calculation involved is generally time consuming, especially if the flow domain has a 

large number of elements and/or there are a large amount of measurements of soil-water 

pressure head and effective saturation. In my experience, most of the CPU time is spent on 

those calculations in (7-16), (7-18) and (7-19) if the domain is large. For this reason, the 

relaxation terms, e and v, should not be so large that the convergence rate is not too slow. 
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Besides, the adjoint sensitivity analysis and the fll'St order approximation may not be practical 

fur evaluating residual covariance and cross-covariance functions if the domain is very large 

unless a highly efficient computer is available 

7.4 Numerical Experiments 

As mentioned previously, a detailed characterization of the vadose zone is a difficult 

and costly task. As a result, few large-scale field experiments have focused on the 

characterization of the hydraulic properties of the vadose zone, and no acceptable field data 

sets are available in the literature for testing inverse models. Hence the assessment of an 

inverse method of parameter identification under any field condition is almost impossible due 

to the lack of detailed hydrological data sets of soils. For this reason, numerical experiments 

are the necess.ary step for testing the validation of inverse approach. 

To demonstrate the advantages of the iterative method, the numerical experiments 

are performed for steady-state nonuniform flows in hypothetical vadose zones. The 

hypothetical flow domain is chosen to be the same as that used in the geostatistical inverse 

method described in chapter 6, that is, a 7x7 meters of vertical plane which is discretized 

unifurmly into 35x35 finite elements with dx = dy = 20 cm. The l~ and Ina fields are also 

generated using a random field generator (Gutjahr, 1989) in the same way as in chapter 6, 

but with different variances of InK" and Ina fur different flow cases. The correlation scales for 

both ~ and Ina are set to be 300 cm and 100 cm in the horizontal and vertical directions, 
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respectively. The left and right boundaries of the flow domain are defined as impermeable, 

while the lower boundary is dermed as a water table. The central ten nodes of the upper 

boundary is set to be constant heads (-100, -300, -500 cm) while the remaining parts of the 

upper boundary are specified as no flux boundaries. Once the hypothetical vadose zone is 

generated, a finite element model (Yeh et al., 1993) ~ used to solve the primary flow problem 

(7-1) with the aid of initial guess solution (chapter 4) to obtain 1Jr and e fields. These perfectly 

known ~ Ina:, 1Jr, and e fields are then regarded as true fields where measurements of the 

soil parameters and flow processes are taken. Figures 7.2 shows the hypothetical true fields 

of ~, InIX, 1Jr, and e for flow case 2. In the iterative inverse method, less measurements of 

~, Ina:, 1Jr, and e are taken. Twelve ~ and Ina: values (n r =n a=12) were sampled at a 4x3 

uniform grid over the entire domain as the primary information (Figure 7.2 a and b). The 

secondary information, soil-water pressure head values, was then taken from a 8x8 uniform 

grid, resulting in a total of 64 soil-water pressure head measurements (n h = 64) (Figure 7.2 

c). Similarly, a total of 49 sampled e values (n s = 49) were obtained from a 7x7 uniform 

sampling grid (Figure 7.2 d). 

To test the iterative inverse approach and its improvement over the geostatistical 

inverse approach without iteration, a total of seventeen numerical experiments were 

conducted reflecting different soil parameters and different flow conditions. The statistical 

properties (mean value of Ina:, variances of ~ and Ina:) of the soils and the hydraulic 

conditions (saturations, affected by H) of these experiments are tabulated in Table 7.1. The 

mean value of~ ~ not included because it does not affect the results for steady state flow. 
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To evaluate the overall perfurmance of this iterative inverse approach under different 

flow conditions and saturations, two quantitative criteria are used to measure the estimation 

of InK. and Ina fields for both the non-iterative approach (geostatistical method, chapter 6) 

and the iterative inverse approach. They are: 

1 N 
P2 = -- E (w . - w .) 2 

N -1 i=1 o. e. 

(7-26) 

where w 0 i and wei denote the true and estimated values of InK.s and Ina at the i-th location, 

N is the total number of elements in the domain, and PI and P2 are the measures of bias 

(absolute value here) and mean square error (MSE) of the estimation, respectively, based on 

the true InK.s and Ina fields. 

The biases and MSEs of the estimated 1nK.s and Ina fields for both the non-iterative 

inverse method and the iterative inverse method are listed in Table 7.2 and 7.3 for all different 

flow scenarios. The improvement of the iterative inverse method over the non-iterative 

inverse method are quantified by 

Q 1 = PI (Non-iterative) - P 1 (Iterative) X 100% 

PI (Non-iterative) 

Q 2 = P 2 (Non-iterative) - P 2 (Iterative) X 100 % 

P 2 (Non-iterative) 

(7-27) 

where Q1 and Q2 are percentages of the improvement of the iterative method on the bias and 
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mean square error, respectively. Q1 and Q2 are also tabulated in Table 7.2 and 7.3. 

7.S Results and Discussion 

To illustrate the convergence pattern of the iterative inverse method, typical flow case 

(case 2) is used to show the statistical performance as a function of iteration number. The 

maximum difference values of [ljr*_ljr(r)] and [9* - 9 (r)] at sample locations as a function 

of iteration number are depicted in Figure 7.3 (a). At the zeroth iteration, these differences 

correspond to those obtained based on the estimated lnKa and Ina fields from the non-iterative 

geostatistical approach. & the iteration progresses, these differences decrease rapidly. Figure 

7.3 (b) shows that the variances of estimated ~ and Ina fields grow as the number of 

iterations increases and they stabilize at about 20-th iterations. The final variances are 0.74 

and 0.041 fOf ~ and Ina fields, respectively. They are greater than the non-iterative 

geostatistical approach (0.56 and 0.021 for ~ and Ina fields, respectively), but less than 

those of the true fields (0.78 and 0.056 for true ~ and Ina fields, respectively). The 

behaviors of the performance measures (P 1 and P J for l~ and Ina as a function of iteration 

are shown in Figure 7.3 (c) and (d), indicating the bias and mean square error for both InK. 

and Ina decrease and approach stable as the iteration proceeds. 

To visually demonstrate the superiority of the iterative method to the non-iterative 

geostatistical method, contour maps and scatter plots of true and estimated l~ and Ina fields 

for both the non-iterative and the iterative inverse methods for Case 2 and Case 17 are shown 
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in Figure 7.4, 7.5, 7.7 and 7.8. These figures illustrate that the estimated IDKa and Ina fields 

from both the non-iterative method and the iterative method mimic the general spatial trends 

of true InK. and Ina fields. However, the InK. and Ina fields estimated from the non-iterative 

approach are much smoother than those from the iterative method. The iterative method 

reveals more detailed variations of true IDKa and Ina fields, indicating the improvement due 

to the incorporation of the nonlinear relationships between f, a, h, and s. On the other hand, 

the estimated inK,; and Ina fields from the iterative method are still smoother than the true 

fields. This is expected since only a small amount of primary and secondary information is 

available for the iterative method. This type of inverse problem was classified as the stochastic 

inverse problem by Yeh et al (1995). Under these conditions, the best one can do is to obtain 

a close estimate of the co-conditional mean fields which must be smooth at locations far away 

from the measurements. 

Based on Tables 7.2 and 7.3, it is found that the estimated lnK,; and Ina fields from the 

iterative method are significantly better than those from the non-iterative method in terms of 

bias and MSE, as indicated by the percentage of the improvements. In Cases 9 and 15, 

although the iterative inverse method produces a larger bias of Ina field than the non-iterative 

inverse method, the bias of InK,;, the MSE of both InK,. and Ina fields produced by iterative 

method are smaller than those produced by non-iterative method. The increased bias by 

iterative method is trivial since the biases themselves for both iterative method and method 

are very small for these two cases. In general, the percentage of improvements of bias of Ina, 

and MSE of both InK,. and Ina decreases as the soils become drier, while the percentage of 
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improvements of bias of both InK. varies. The decrease in the improvement as the soil become 

less saturated may be attributed to the fact that the product terms neglected in (7-3) become 

significant, and the frrst-order approximation become less valid in the evaluation of residual 

variance and cross-covariance functions. It should be pointed out that the improvements also 

depend upon the performance of the non-iterative results. If the results from non-iterative 

approach are close to the true fields, the improvement Q1 and Q2 expressed in (7-27) may 

becomes small because of the small values ofP1(IIODoileraiM) and P2(IIODoilerative) . 

In general, the iterative method provides a better estimation of the unsaturated 

hydraulic conductivity parameter fields. However, it requires significantly more computation 

effort if a large number of elements are used to discretize the domain, or a large number of 

measurements of soil-water pressure head and effective saturation are used in the estimation. 

The adjoint sensitivity analysis used in evaluating the sensitivities of soil-water pressure head 

and effective saturation with respect to InK,. and Ina, and the calculation of error covariance 

and cross-covariance functions, are generally CPU-time consuming. However, with rapid 

advances in computer technology and decreases in the prices of computers, the computational 

burden can be eased significantly in the near future. 

7.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, an iterative inverse method is developed to alleviate the so-called 

inconsistency problem which exists in the non-iterative geostatistical approach. It is based on 
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the idea of using a linear approximation to handle the nonlinear problem in an iterative 

manner, by incorporating the information of the flow process (lJr and 9) into the estimation 

process of InK,. and Ina at each iteration. Some main conclusions follow: 

1). For stochastic inverse problems, the estimated InK,. and Ina fields from both non

iterative geostat5tical method and the proposed iterative method have very similar patterns, 

and these fields are in agreement with the true fields. The iterative method, however, 

produces a much better estimation than the non-iterative method. Compared with the true 

fields, both bias and MSE of estimated ~ and Ina from the iterative approach are generally 

much smaller than those from the non-iterative approach. 

2). As the iteration proceeds, the differences between observed lJr and e and 

numerically obtained lJr and E> at the sample locations become progressively smaller and may 

approach zero. Thus the inconsistency problem existed in the non-iterative approach is 

alleviated, if not completely eliminated, in the iterative approach. The estimated ln~ Ina, lJr, 

and E> fields from the iterative approach retain their observed values at sample locations, and 

satisfy the governing flow equation and Gardner's effective saturation expression. 

3). In the iteration process, the variances of estimated InK,. and Ina fields become 

progressively larger and finally approach stable. These stable, constant variances are smaller 

than the variances of the true fields of InK,. and Ina, but greater than those of the estimated 

~and Ina fields from non-iterative approach. Th5 suggests that as iteration proceeds, more 

detailed information of true InK" and Ina fields is revealed. 

4). The estimated ~ Ina, lJr, and E> fields by the iterative method are not the true 
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co-conditional mean fields since the exact conditional mean flow equation are not used in this 

method. In addition, two relaxation terms are added in cokriging equation (7-24) and (7-25) 

to control the numerical instability. As a result, the estimated InK,., Ina, W, and 9 fields by the 

iterative method are the approximate mean fields co-conditioned on the observed values. For 

this reason, they may be best called the effective co-conditional fields. 

5}. For all cases, the iterative method can improve the estimates of both In~and Ina. 

Even though the iterative approach provides a much better estimation of InK. and Ina fields, 

it requires more computational effort. Most CPU time is consumed in updating the residual 

covariance and cross covariance functions. 



Table 7.1 Statistical Properties of Soils and Hydraulic Conditions 

for Numerical Experiments 

Variance of Variance of Geometric Constant Head at 
Case # LoK. Lna Meanofa Upper Boundary 

a 2
e a 2 

• r( l/meter) H (meter) 

1 1.0 0.1 1.0 ~ 1.0 

2 1.0 0.1 1.0 - 3.0 

3 1.0 0.1 1.0 -5.0 

4 4.0 0.1 1.0 -1.0 

5 4.0 0.1 1.0 -3.0 

6 4.0 0.1 1.0 -5.0 

7 0.1 0.1 1.0 -1.0 

8 0.1 0.1 1.0 -3.0 

9 0.1 0.1 1.0 -5.0 

10 1.0 0.4 1.0 -1.0 

11 1.0 0.4 1.0 -3.0 

12 1.0 0.4 1.0 -5.0 

13 1.0 0.01 1.0 -1.0 

14 1.0 0.01 1.0 -3.0 

15 1.0 0.01 1.0 -5.0 

16 1.0 1.0 0.1 -3.0 

17 1.0 0.1 1.0 -3.0 
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'" Case 17 has the same statistical properties of InK.s and Ina and boundary conditions, but 
with different seed number for random field generator (different InK.sand Ina fields) 



Case # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Table 7.2 Bias of Estimated InK. and In« Fields for Non-iterative 
Inverse Method and Iterative Inverse Method 

Bias of Bias of Bias of Bias of Ql of Ql of 
InK. In« InK. In« (InK.) (In«) 
(I) (I) (II) (II) (% ) (% ) 

0.1917 0.0261 0.1408 0.0072 26.55 72.41 

0.1910 0.0069 0.1577 0.0007 17.43 89.86 

0.1736 0.0012 0.1395 0.0004 19.64 66.67 

0.3844 0.0297 0.0457 0.0112 88.11 62.16 

0.4263 0.0058 0.2480 0.0041 41.82 29.31 

0.4173 0.0012 0.2880 0.0009 30.98 25.00 

0.0517 0.0269 0.0414 0.0029 19.92 89.21 

0.0475 0.0064 0.0380 0.0038 20.00 40.63 

0.0501 0.0029 0.0437 0.0048 12.77 -39.58 

0.1101 0.0708 0.0223 0.0160 79.74 77.40 

0.0505 0.0905 0.0308 0.0397 39.01 56.13 

0.1620 0.0784 0.0710 0.0335 56.17 57.27 

0.0399 0.0105 0.0267 0.0027 34.83 74.28 

0.0548 0.0017 0.0104 0.0001 81.02 94.11 

0.0454 0.0012 0.0001 0.0015 99.78 -25.00 

0.0695 0.0636 0.0418 0.0029 39.86 95.44 

0.1552 0.0983 0.0902 0.0262 40.72 73.35 

* In the first row, (I) represents the non-iterative inverse method, and (II) denotes the 
iterative inverse method 
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Case # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Table 7.3 Mean Square Error of Estimated InK. and Ina Fields for 
Non-iterative Inverse Method and Iterative Inverse Method 

MSE MSE MSE MSE Q20f Q20f 
InK. Ina InK. Ina (InK.) (Ina) 
(I) (I) (II) (II ) (%) (%) 

0.1460 0.0204 0.0659 0.0081 55.48 60.29 

0.2008 0.0119 0.0931 0.0061 53.64 48.74 

0.2272 0.0114 0.1077 0.0061 52.60 46.49 

0.7225 0.0324 0.1970 0.0143 74.50 55.86 

0.8494 0.0151 0.3641 0.0073 57.13 51.66 

0.9240 0.0114 0.4918 0.0070 46.77 38.59 

0.0146 0.0107 0.0088 0.0049 39.73 54.21 

0.0187 0.0112 0.0107 0.0044 42.78 60.71 

0.0207 0.0128 0.0109 0.0043 47.34 66.41 

0.1768 0.0529 0.0753 0.0272 57.41 48.58 

0.2209 0.0711 0.1316 0.0241 40.43 66.10 

0.3378 0.0811 0.1957 0.0241 42.07 70.28 

0.1060 0.0030 0.0471 0.0009 55.57 70.00 

0.1126 0.0013 0.0498 0.0008 55.77 38.46 

0.1278 0.0009 0.0636 0.0008 50.23 11.11 

0.1324 0.0189 0.0587 0.0064 55.66 66.13 

0.2177 0.0276 0.1264 0.0070 41.94 74.63 

* In the first row, (I) represents the non-iterative inverse method, and (II) denotes the 
iterative inverse method 
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